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NO MEN ARE STRANGERS
Editor:

BY JOSEPH NORTH

Ihe 1958

A book of affrmation in these troubled days is like a fountain
of clear waters in a parched time-it is good for the healtht
Joe North's No Mm Are Strangers (International Publishers,

Two vr,Lyon IssuEs now dominate
the r95B elections: the deePening

with its growing unemployment; the demand to ban A,nd H-bomb tests with the further
demand for a Summit Meeting for

depression

Truly a reporter of a special kind, North chronicles his earliest

in

of

the

Pennsylvania, the shock of his ffrst contacts with
bigotry and hardship, his ffrst meeting with Communists. "The
beginning of wisdom came when I encountered men who introduced me to a philosophy which scientiffcally explained Man's
existence, and indicated the inevitability of his triumph over
hunger, oppression and war."

centuy

Peace.

Two other keY issues which also
olav a decisive iole in all electoral
l.tiuity are the attacks on labor by
propoied "right-to-work" laws, Senaiorial investigations, and various
other restrictions, and the Congressional deep-freeze on civil rights
and civil liberties. Other issues, including schools and housing, the
farm irisis and foreign trade, tax
cuts and budgets, as well as graft
and corruption in public ofHce, also
demand attention.
A special issue which is becoming more and more the vital concern
of"the entire countrY is the South,

His on-the-spot observatiors of America during the Great Depresson; his activity in founding the weekly Neu Masses arl'd
his Iively contacts, as editor of that soon-to-become famous maga-

of that day; his
sit-down strikes which

zine, with the best known writers and artists
eve-witness narratives

of the militant

Ii"lp.d to usher in the C.I.O.; his stirring coverage of the
of Spain during the Civil War; his danger-fraught
voyages on convoys crossing tte Atlantic in World War II; his
ffrst grisly entrance into the still-smoking hell of Dachau, all
are brilliantly told in this book. Don't fail to order your copy

battlefronts

from your nearqst bookstore or, by mail, from-

New CenturA Publishers o 832

Elections

By ARNOLD JOHNSON

irrice $3.25) is such a book, a kin-d of modern Pilgrims'Progress
except that, instead of dealing in allegory, the author writes of
livinE facts, observed at ffrst hand, reportage from all the
ffghtrng fronts of man's struggle for a better world, the human
documentation of the most furbulent, swift-moving, epochal
half-century of modern history.
remembrance of his blacksmith father, soon after the turn

HERBERT APIHEKER

Broadway, New York 3

Ke-entcrcd as sccofid class rndttct
4, rg4,, at rhc Post Ltffrcc at Nce yor(, N. \.,
AL AFFAIRS is publishcd monthly by Ncu Ccnrwy
andcr thc Act ol March 3, 1879.
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:orrespondcncc shoalil bc scnt. Subsoiption rarc: $4,oo a ycar; $z.oo lor sit months; lorcign
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and the necessitY for a Program
which will secure to that area the

economic, political, social, and cul'

tural standards which exist in the
country as a whole. This calls for
the right to vote and political participation for all; full enforcement of
the United States Constitution for.
all Southerners, Negro and white;
equal pay for equal work without
North-South or Negro-white wage
differentials; unemployment compensation, social security, welfare
benefits, and educational opportunities at least equal to other states.
In advocating a program which
advances to a new quality the standards of the people of the South,
Negro and whitg the struggle will
sharpen against t}re Dixiecrats now
in public office, at their command
posts in the committees of Congress and Senate, and in the Demoiratic Party. The new character of
this struggle will call for an end to
Dixiecrat rule.
As to the economic crisis, the
Democrats have made anti-recession legislation their strongest talk-
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ing point, with but little action, grams, scientific achievements .a9{ I
*fril. tfr.- Republicans have urged many other events have t.l# I
a do-nothing prosperity-around-iire- creare a new peace climate *ticll
corner polici. tn. f,itint ower pol- the politicians cannot. ignore.
I
icy has^ too often been identical to In _regard to _ anti-labor le4s[+ |
I

that of Hoover in r93o. The Repub- tion, Dixiecrat McClellan has given I
licans have blocked- all efforts for aid and a platform to Senatort
a popular tax cur and repeatedly Knowland and Goldwater whilc
oppor.d bills for local publiC works. Senator McNamara has tried to sav6
In the House, the Di'xiecrars com- the day for the unions, and face for
bined with the Republicans to the Democrats. Sweeping chargpr
scuttle the labor-backid Kennedy- of corruption against certain unions

I

have provided a smokercreen for the
robbery of the people by the giant
the
increase
bill which -ould
amount, duration, and coverage, corporations and _monop-olies and a
and passed the President's grants- diversion from the graf-t and cor'
in-aid to the states which means ruption in high places of city, stater
nothing for most unemployed. and federal gov€rnment. The failure
On fianning the A- ind-H-bomb of some labor leaders to strike back
tests, Trum"i and Stevenson have at the McClellan committee, and
.o-. to the aid of Eisenhower, disunity in the ranks of labor have
while Acheson has helped Dulles helped the enemies of labor in this
in sabotaging a Summit Conference' drive'
This issu"e h"as moved forward with On civil liberties, Senators East'
ih. hirtori. unilateral decision of land, Jenner, and Butler mobilized
the Soviet Union to halt all nu- a ten-to-five maiority of the ]udiciclear weapons tests and the groW- ary Committee and are now seeking
ins oopular demand for such action a putsch in the Senate for passage
S"' it,i United States. Difierences of the Butler-Jenner bill to reverse
oir tt. issue have been developing the pro-civil liberty decisions and
within the Democratic Party espe- bridle the Supreme Court. Here,
cially with Senators Anderson, Hum- tr.ro, the inner-party-differences, un'
ohrev and Morse as well as con- der the pressure of popular opin*.rr-.n Porter, Blatnick and ion, came to the fore with senators
Sthers calling for an end to tests of both p.rL1.t joining to stop or de*"J to, ,r.*"rppnor.hes to peaceful feat_this bill. Among those opposed
lo-.rirt.n... t., N.* |ersey, the to this type of legislation were the
D.*o.roti. Party has made ban- AFL-CIO, the NAACP, the Amerinins the rests a part of their plat- can Bar Association, the American
f.,.ri. Bx.hanse itudents and dele- Civil Liberties lJnion, the Emerathletlc and cultural pro- gency Civil Liberties Committee,

McCarthy unemployed insurance

l",iorrr,

I

the Religious Freedom Committee

should be a warning and a call for

and many others.
In spite of the agreement between

action.
Congressmen try to avoid popular
pressure. But they cannot ignore the
mass conferences and delegations at

the Administration and the Democratic and Republican leadership,
that no new civil rights legislation
would be considered, a bi-partisan
bloc of seven Democrats and five
Republican Senators introduced a
civil rights bill in February which
would give the government new
powers to encourage school desegregation and fight infringements of
rights. The popular protest against
the shameful racist violence at Little
Rock and bombings in other parts
of the South of Negro churches
and homes and ]ewish institutions
could not be ignored. The bill was
buried in committee. The delay
in approving and establishing the
Civil Rights Commission authorized

the state capitals such as in Michigan, Illinois, Massachusetts, Wash-

ington, and other states. Public officials have learned to listen to delegations in Washington and then delay action until the heat is ofi. The
issue remains and other forms must
keep it alive. There is no need to

minimize the importance of the
Building Trades mass conference,
the AFL-CIO unemployment con-

ference, and other mass delegations.
But constant mass expression at the
grass-roots level demands much more

encouragement and attention. We
Communists have a major responsibility in correcting this state of af-

Around such measures and issues,
the popular movements will largely
determine the course and the results of the election struggle. While
the forms of popular action are
varied and new forms need encouragement, yet there has been too
much neglect o,f standard forms--

fairs, which is also a reflection of
our own apathy on these issues and
preoccupation with other problems.
We can afford to be much more
self-critical and modest, but must
not stop at that point. When politicians of both major parties ignore
an issue, as President Eisenhower
repeatedly does with unemployment,
that makes the issue more urgent.

delegations and petitions, mass meet-

Mass struggles around such questions

by Congress last year is another scan'
dal.

ings and

conferences.

Too

many

Congressmen returned from the
Easter recess with the rePort that
no delegation called on them when
they were at home. There has been
only a minimum mail in suPPort of

the labor-backed Kennedy-McCarthy

bill (5. Zr++ - HR

ro57o). That

provide the main base of independent politica-l action.
LABOR'S ADVANCING ROLE

At the present time, our country
is in the midst of the primary elections and at the beginning of the
general election campaign. Every

POLITIQ{L AFFAIRS
of thc electoral struggle is dcmanding much more attention and
analysis. This is a time to determine
the next steps, with spccial atten'
tion to the clection of labor and Ne-

phase

gro candidates within a coalition
of liberals and progressives.
The major importance of the
California elections is discussed by
Comrade Lima in the MaY issue

Politbal Affairs. In that same issue, Comrade Chancey discusses
Ohio developments.
Michigan has long been a Point
of attention, because of the growing participation of the labor move'
mEnt in the elections and various
independent forms, including election district organizations, PAC,
COPE, LLPE. Their activities are
in the main related to the Demo'
cratic Party. This has resulted in
a strong labor bloc in the state legislatures and wide infuence in state
politics. The announcement of Stellato, Ford local president, as a candidate for Congress in the Michigan Democratic primaries is a furIher development of labor's initiaof.

more recendy elected and younger
politicians. Thus, in the New Jerscy
primaries, Governor Meyner, who is
gdnerally a liberal, ran his own lib
eral candidate against a well-known
trade union leader who also had
strong ties within the Democratic
Party machine. In this complicated
situation, the liberal governor may
have lost more in the long run than
he gained at the moment, especially
in view of the long history of labor
leaders in public office in that state.
In many cases, labor must necessarily challenge its own friends in
office. In those districts where labor
has its strongest infuence, the election of "friends" is no longer enough.
Today's role of labor must go beyond Gom.pers' "support your
friends, defeat your enemies" rule of
the early century. In asserting this
newer role, labor strengthens the
progressive character of the total
election result. More candidates
{rom the active ranks of labor is obviously an objective of labor in all
elections today.

In a number of states, including
and Ohio, labor's indeCalifornia
tive and independence.
has been advanced in
pendent
role
a
add
onlY
not
would
Stellato
for
voice of labor in Congress but would the fight against the so-called "rightalso give new strength to Senator to-work" bills which are on the NoMcNimara whose trade-union back- vember ballots. Around such issues,
ground is often the Point of emPha- registration and canvassing campaigns soon involve labor in every
sls.
Labor candidates do not have easy phase of the elections. This further
eoinq. On some occasions theY must participation must also advance the
Ih"tling. the old, entrenched, wel[- struggle for more labor candidatcs
orsanized machines. On other oc- and a suengthening of the coalition
.rlirrr labor must challenge the of progressive forces.

A

victorY

THE
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In some cases, labor has a par-the Cabinet, or on the Supreme
ticular responsibility to overcome Court. In the judiciary branch, a
temporary defeats or set-backs suf- bare few are Negro. There is no
fered by liberal forces within a coali- Negro governor, no Mayor of any
tion. In Pennsylvania, liberal Mayor city. Of the total of state legislaDilworth was the outstanding can- tors, state senators and city councildidate for Governor with the pres- men, there are a growing and galent Governor Leader, who is also lant few who are Negro.
a liberal, becoming the candidate The struggle for Negro represenfor the Senate. Mayor Dilworth tation takes on a country-wide charmade a speech in Washington at acter, involving all the people, Newhich he advocated recognition of gro and white, and a special naChina by the United States, with tional form in the Negro liberation
normal diplomatic and trade rela- movement for full equality and firsttions between the countries, as being in the interest of peace and economic progress. The top council of
the Democratic P'arty dumped Dilworth and selected the more conservative Mayor Lawrence of Pittsburgh.
In Philadelphia, however, labor and
the neighborhood organizations are
advancing a bloc of labor and Negro candidates for the state legislature and giving united support for
a Negro to the U.S. Congress. Such
independent action within a coalition
can overcome weaknesses which re-

sult from politics-as-usual

circles.

in high

class citizen status. Negro representation is part of the struggle against
Jim-Crow, is part of the integration
fight, is the concern of all democratic forces and especially of labor
and the progressives. In every city,
a sharp struggle is in order on this
issue. In many cases, that struggle

will

be

with candidates or

Congress.

men who have a good labor record
and are good on civil rights, but it
will also be a case of a white liberal
standing in the way of Negro rep

resentation. The issue cannot be
avoided and cannot be left to the
Negro people alone, for favorable
solution.

It is important that the Liberal
NEGRO
REPRESENTATION Party has seriously put forward the
A major oper-ation is needed- jn *ffifj-for
R:rxtll ffi*A:l X.
every state on the question of Ne- didate
U.S. Senati fiom New
gro representation at all levels of York. It is significant that a Negro
-

FOR

public office. There are now three seriously and publicly consideied
Negro Congressmen out of $5. entering as a candidate for Lieuten
There is not one Negro among the ant-Governor of Alabama. There
916 Senators. There is no Negro in are some important Negro Congres-
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courts announced their intention to
jail him. The fact that the initiative
and
delohia. Cleveland, and Los Angeles' and drive to put Powell awaY
from
politics
come
of
out
him
wipe
candi'
The most significant single
b'igwigs
dacy is that oiAdam ClaYton Powell Dixiecrats and Democratic
all of
SaPio,
De
Carmine
including
CitY.
in New York
the
seriously
raises
white,
are
whom
CongresNegro
a
of
case
every
In
and
discrimir'ration
racial
of
sional candidate, there is a strong charge
De SaPio
factor of independent political action' the fitness of a man like
ofice.
powerful
in
his
continue
to
result
the
The candidary is usuallY
conversaa
even
not
conference,
No
the
within
y.r.s
struggle
of
of many
granted to the
D.-o.iriic and Republican parties' tion, no hearing was of
nation-wide
Congressman
The Powell candidacY this time Negro
have manY
Communists
We
repute.
takes on an additionally independent
PowCongressman
with
difierences
of
his
character-not onlY because
in
Conrecord
his
ell.
However,
because
also
but
own independence,
is
one
of
life
p'ublic
and
in
gress
two
the
both
in
command
the top
sernotable
and
maior parties have ganged uP in or- many courageous
der to drr-p him, and also are trY- vices for his people, for the labor
ing to put him in -Prison on. the movement, and for democratic
rhibbi.ti charges which smell to America. All of this makes the achigh heaven oT Pottical and racial tion of De Sapio and his gang
even more desp'icable.
discrimination.
This makes it necessary that ConPart of the Plot against Powell
gressman
Powell should not only be
between
arises from an apparent deal
Party candidate but
the
Democratic
McCarthYite
the Dixiecrats ild the
his name on an inhave
also
should
maregular
the
with
Republicans,
those who want
line
for
dependent
rid
get
to
parties
two
the
of
chiLr.s
of Powell because he has senioritY to demonstrate even more effectively
rishts to maior committee chairman- their protest against De SaPio's
.h1or. ,t d because he has been mak- dumping efiorts. In this election,
ins a consistent fight against Jim- every vote for Co,ngressman Powell
Ciow-in schools, fiousing, and.the is in efiect an independent vote, a
armed forces' His voters are malnly vote in opposition to the machine

sional candidates in New York,
Brooklyn, Chicago Detroit, Phila'

candidacY in
Democratic primaries is virtually es'
sential to hii re-election. This is enhanced because Carmine De SaPio
ta f,it machine bosses announced
,t.i, d.,.r*ination to scraP Powell
*t it. tt. Republicans in the Federal

Democrats.

His

the

politicians.

The right-to-vote and registration
campaigns of the Negro people in
the South are taking on the characteristics of a mass movement through

the work of the NAACP, the Souttr
ern Christian leaders conference, and

1958 ELECTIONS

many local organizations and activi-

ties. It is part of the desegregation
struggle, the logical step from the
mass boycott of Jim-Crow. Much
remains to be done, especially in the
I ranks of labor and in the struggle
against the Dixiecrats. This calls
uy the labor movesupport by
for ruu
full JUPPUTL
I rur
I ment to the registration drive of
Negro voters in all parts of the
South, combining this with the labor registration campaign conducted by COPE and the trade
Lr

with the main obiectives of our participation in the elections, which are :
a) to do euerything possib'le to
inlluence th,e outcome ol the elections in the interests of the peopl€.

b)

to, promo'te eu'er greater ind€of labor and its allies and
a broad pe ople's coa:lition policy
based on the arcrQets, the Negro peopendence

ple, farmers, and

all other demo-

c'ratic forces.

c) to bring forarud

its program,

the Party and

its influit in the course of

strengthen

unions.

ence and build

Many campaigns in the South deserve more than a word of observa.

the campaign.
Every phase of the election campaign must therefore be approached
in a flexible manner with constant
attention to details and specific con-

tion. On luly 29, the Arkansas primaries will see Governor Faubus
opposed by three candidates which
can result in a run-ofi election on
August rz. And in Texas, State
Senator Gonzalez, who is the fust
Latin-American Senator to serve in
the Lone Star state, has entered the
race for governor with a clear<ut
stand for integration throughout
the State "to make every citizen a
first-class cittzen." He fought against
i,, i'h. rilisral;;;:,.s;;g;;;;
of "Manaward
the
won
and
Iture
lof-the-Year" from the NAACP in
Texas. He will run against Governor Daniel and four o her segregationists in the primaries on |uly

i,;

26.

OUR MAJOR OBJECTIVES

IN THE ELECTIONS
All the above issues and

manY

more make it imPerative that we reexamine our election work in line

ditions. Communist responsibility
in an election is in relation to the
total election campaign. We cannot fit events into a three-point
yardstick. We know that elections
are not that simple.
We have contributed to clarifying
the issues of the r95B elections by

the widespread distrib,ution of I
People's Pro'gram for the B5th Con-

gress, and

of A

Peop'lds Program

for lobs and Security, which deals
with the current depression. Other
leaflets, issued by our state organizations, including an open letter on

unemployment to the Governor of
Ohio by the Party therg have also
been helpful. The Worfter and the
Peoplels Woild are performing a
valuable service in clarifying issues
and in dealing with specific problems.

THE
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However, none of us is . satisfied
that we are meeting our full responsibility and resolving problems on

of

demands are being made by labor,
by the organizations of the Negro
people, by ward or election disuict

ently one of the more effective form
of organization. The independed
work must not, however, be limitd
to one form. The Democratic Cluh

Labor-Democratic clubs in

cincrs or election districts which i
volves direct pafticipation in
ing election issues and candidatcq

time. In regard to the campaign
of the Republican and Democratic as well as registration, canvassing
p"iti.r, rv. *ur, determine what and getting out the votg is appa$l

organizations,
forces,

or

other

organized
urge

for the candidacies to

that the U.S. should call an immediate halt to A- and H-bomb tests.
In a similar way, we should determine the feelings of the people
in various organizations in support
of a summit meeting, and other
steps for peace, and particiPate in
getting those feelings expressed in
the election campaign. This procedure needs to be followed on every
major issue, including unemployment, civil rights, schools, civil liberties, housing. This is part of the
process of developing a new alignment, a new coalition,
INDEPENDENT ROLE OF
LABOR AND ITS ALLIES

In discussing how we help Pro'
mote the greater independence of labor and its allies, attention must be

of particular national groups, such
as the Italian,

clubs,

or

Polish-Democratic

the Committee of

Negro
Democrats, the various forms which
the unions have developed in the
shops-COPE, PAg LLP/E <r local union committees, are all part

of this growing independence within the two-party system.
The question of perspective constantly arises as a result of experiences within the Democratic and

in the independent clubs associated with the
two-party system. To blueprint at
this stage the exact form of future

Republican Parties and

independent political action is hardly
is necessary, however,
necessary.
to have a perspective of greater independence and growth with the

It

of a new people's partn
on major sections of labor
and with labor fulfilling a leading
role in alliance with the farmers

1958 ELECTIONS

necessarily be anti-monopoly, and
serving the interests of labor and
t}re mass of people, advancing the
demands of the people for economic security, democracy, and peace.

party system, even though they express themselves within that fwoparty system, protected as it is by
many state laws. Workers and Negro voters who are the victims of

experiences

the heavy hand of the Dixiecrats can

Out of

on a

mass

for such a work most efiectively inside such a
new political party. The twcparty Democratic Party when they have a
system has been characterized by perspective of independence and a
a reactionary seniority system in the new people's party. That perspeclegislative chambers, the gerryman- tive is not achieved by some an-

scale comes the demand

dering of election districts, the spoils
system and backroom deals, and
similar practices-all reflecting national control by Wall Street. Financial overlords are now openly taking

control with favorite sons of fabulously wealthy families taking public
ofrce. For years, the U.S. Senate
has been known as a "millionaires'
club." The term "Cadillac Cabinet" sticks to the Eisenhower Ad-

ministration. Nelson Rockefeller
from the billionaire family and
Averell Harriman with his railroads
as well as the oily men of Texas
and plantation owners of Mississippi,
are part of the picture of the experi-

active and well-meaning

few. It

requires a decisive action by a major
section of the labor movement and

of the Negro people. That alliance
of independent forces must be constandy developed. Our Party must
give more attention to promote this
independence, to participate in ig
to educate and win support for it.

All this is part of the perspective

for a new coalition and a new party.
INDEPENDENCE AND
UNITED SOCIALIST TICKETS

There are many honest woriiers

for a new Politi- in election

ence which calls
cal alignment free from the clutches

of the rich.

objective

and iontrol

based

Street's experts have alwaYg managed to keip politics and differences
*itfri.r the two-party system under
control. They are the forces who
look upon the two-Party system as

given to the content and the form
of that independence. We have in- and the Negro people. Other secdicated that the independent role tions of the population will unof iabor can, and in the 1958 elec- doubtedly participate fully in such a
tions will, express itself mainly party. The form of such a new
within the two-party system and par- coalition and political alignment
ticularly in the Democratic Party. may be a Farmer-Labor Party or
We should also add that the form people's party. The program will

nouncement or premature bolt of an

Wall

their own.
Large sections of the - PoPulation
the Negro peoPle, farmers,
-laboi,
and other indePendent voters-are
not wedded to the Prescnt two'

campaigns who hold that
independence can only be expressed

separately from the twG.party system. Some go further and say the
independents must condemn the

two-party system and denounce all
who do not ioin them in this. Among

those who want independence outside of the rwo parties are those who
advocate an independent party with

a

broad popular program

of im-

mediate demands and reforms.
There are others who say that this

IO
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broad independent party or ticket swer to the independent who wants
must advocate socialism in the to win others to a program of inUnited States. There are many dependence. This is all the more
voices, including that of the Com- imperative in a situation where mamunist Party, for independent Po- ior party candidates running for a
key office such as the United States
litical action.
In the recent past, the main ex- Senate not only fail to present a peace
pression of the independent Posi- program but indulge in war propaiior, *"r the American Labor PartY ganda. Of coursg the most proin New York and other Progressive gressive voter will not cast a vo .e
Pany affiliates in various states. for such candidates.
The problem is: can an alternaWhen the ALP was ruled ofi the
ballo,t and the P.P. closed its doors, tive candidate be put on the ballotl
a vacuum was created on the ballot. In some cases, the answer is yes.
Many Communists as well as others In other cases, such as the campaign
find it difficult to campaign and Par- to defeat Goldwater for U.S. Senate
ticioate in the elections within the in Arizona, or to defeat Knowland
,*J-prr,y set-up. While the Liberal in the California governor's race,
Party in New York Provides Part a third candidate would serve no
of the answer to the indePendent good purpose for the independent.
Much consideration must also be
voter, its consistent endorsement of
Democratic candidates makes it too given to viewpoints of forces in the
much a part of the Democratic PartY labor movement and in the Negro
to meet the indePendent demands people's movement in making any
such decision. Individuals without
of many.
indePendent
of
The advocate
Po' ties or responsibility in a labor movelitical action outside the two-party ment surely can recognize that a
system who is not a member of the working-class Marxist Party must
iommunist Party or anY other mi- maintain and strengthen resporr:
nority party will normally seek the sibtre relations with the labor move...",ior of a ne* form foi his ballot ment and the most oppressed sec"
expression. Thus, many serious- tions of the population, the Negro
minded individuals will trY to' find people and the Puerto Ricans or the
a form to filI the vacuum which is Mexican.Americans. Independence
created by the absence of the Pro- which results in isolation from the
gressive Party or American Labor working class lacks perspective and
is finally futile. However, indePartv.
To the extent that our PartY had pendence from the two old parties
a responsibility in the loss of the in the form o{ an independent canbailof status of the ALF, we have didate o,r even a slate of candidates
a responsibility to Provide an an- can also strengthen ties with masses

w
,rt'i

i
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when b,itter experiences and grievances have accumulated in the two
parties as is the case with the Negro people today.
Exact conditions must be examined

every election, with the emphasis to develop an independent form
which does not isolate us from the
labor movement but serves to
strengthen the entire election campa€n. The campaign of Ho'lland
Roberts as a non-partisan indepen
dent for Superintendent of Schools
in California is a good example of

in

an independent giving strength to the
whole campaign and giving the people the opportunity to express themselves on a key issue--education and

the schools. The role of the independent candidate of a non-partisan
character who can bring forth campaign issues and develop independence

from the two-Party

system

needs attention today.
Among the advocates of a "United
Socialist TickeC' or "United Inde-

pendent Socialist Ticket" are the
Trotskyites of the James P. Cannon
faction, otherwise known as the Socialist Workers Party. They oppose
a non-partisan independent candidate or candidates. They place the
emphasis on the word "socialist" and
seek to divert the socialist-minded
people in this country. In the name
-advocating
socialism for the
of
United States, they rnake their keY
demand the condemnation of socialism in the Soviet lJnion, China, and
other lands.
This Socialist Workers PartY

II

in the National Guardian, calhng for a United Socialist
Ticket and listing planks for a
platform including "aid to the countries of the Soviet orbit who are
fighting for their freedom." Thus,
in the name of "socialism" one finds
the infamous "Project X" and the
Allen Dulles espionage program!
placed an ad

Other Trotskyite cliques, such

as the

Independent Socialist League under
Max Schachtman, are not satisfied

and hope that the S.W.P. will not
"be willing to further dilute or even
omit completely the references to
the struggle for freedom o,f the peo-

ple of half the world from their
p,rogram." To the great mass of
American workers and workers of
any land, it is ridiculous that they
should be asked to be for socialism
and against it at the same time. It
boils down to the fact that the entire program of the Trotskyite faction is one which, by condemning

it exists, serves the
of driving workers away

socialism where

purpose

from serious consideration of it here.
However, not all advocates of an
independent ticket or even all who
advocate

or join together on a call
socialist ticket" are

for a "united

Trotskyites o,r supporters of Trotskyism. Far from it! The greaL majority of those who are now supporting this development of a
United Socialist Ticket, including
those associated with the Natio'nal
Gwardian or some who have been
in the Progressive Party, can be
convinced that such a ticket in this

clection based on the Program advocated by Cannon can onlY serve
to isolate the Left and will Prove
those who seek ef-

self-defeating for
fective independence. We can helP
convince them and avoid bitter ex-

periences.
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It is

who havc tried to desuoY

in socialism.
Millions of pmple

in the v

of c
e discrrssine'
discussing the failurc of
are

also necessary for

,I1 to t.. that this develoPment can
easily become a diversion from all
Much more
othei election activity.
'given to
attention must be
Peace
thE achievlments of socialism in the
tickets and to the non-partisan and Soviet Union, China, and in othcr
independent character of such tick- lands, where socialism works. The
ets.
unilateral decision of the Soviet Union to halt the A- and H-bomb tests
OUR INDEPEI{DENT
and the scientific advances demonCOMMUMST ACTIVITY
strated by the launching of the Sputniks create fresh thinking on socialWe have indicated the three gen- ism. So does the absence of "receseral objectives of our electoral work sions" in the land of socialism. Such
and the necessity of reviewing every events also involve discussion of baphase of our work. The three polnts sic principles and of co-existence of
ire interrelated and a weakness in difierent social systems.
any one phase will result in a disIust as we need to use much more
toited campaign, as has been the
skill and vigor in helPing to Procase in many elections.
mote the indePendence of labor and
Because we have been involved
allies, so alio we must do a much
in much internal debate and discus- its
eflective iob in advancing our
more
sion and because there are those
than we have done in
Party
own
who work to destroY our PartY bY
many pati elections. We have the
every possible trickery, slander, and
if clarifying issues and partici'
,ttrik, *. must give additional job
in movements around thoss
pating
'attention to the independent work
some camPaigns, we maY
In
issues.
of our Party in elections. Those in
Communist candia
known
have
New York who PrematurelY were
to use varied
have
may
who
date,
announcing the death of the PartY
the ballot,
on
be
to
order
in
and t..kittg another organized forms
ticket,
Rights
PeoPle's
a
as
such
form, were somewhat routed for the
signers of a
iubiect
not
will
which
time being by the successful MaY
to unnecessary harassment'
Day meeting. ManY events on a petition
cases, our PartY maY 6nd
other
In
woild scale have also routed those

iself restricted to organizing
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other

electoral activities around the issues
of the campaign, having sPokesmen
at forums is was recently done bY
Carl Winter at a Detroit forum, Participating and organizing mass meetingi, appearing on the radio and televiiion.- We wint our position to be
known among the masses of PeoPle.
This requirei leaflets and broader
sale and distribution of the Worfrer.
and the PeoP:l.ds World.
Our educational work will contribute to the development of movements around issues, and these
movements give life to an election
campaign. We must also assume
our iha.e of respo'nsibility in the orsanizational features of an election,
i"ssuing material and canvassing to
get the greatest registration of voters
ind the greatest PoPular voting on

records of candidatcs and partics.
We cannot be satisfied with only thc
recording of the facts as to others.

Our own point of view with our
partisan objectives must also be
ilearly presented. It is only when

we do this that the voters can make
a judgment in their own interest.
Within a coalition inside the twoparty system, as well as within labor's independent activity, we cannot afford to underestimate our Par'
ticular contribution. We can afiord
to be modest in how we Present
our views. W'e cannot allow others

to present them for

us.

Partisanship is a feature of an election. Our partisanship is not on the

of other parties.
Our responsibility to the working

same basis as that

of people gives a
quality to our'partisanship which is
not the same as that of other Parelection day.
ties. Our Party continues to enioY
on
emPhasis
maior
our
In placing
issues in this camPaign, we are Par- a good name in the struggles of the
ticularly concerned that the facts, all unemployed, in the campaigns of lathe facts, be made known to the bor, in the fight for the rights of the
oeoole. We are not satisfied with Negro people, for civil liberty, and
iU.t.r and pet slogans, although an in the struggle for Peace. Activieffective slogan with a good picture ties in these fields in recent months
which is rilated to life, is worth serve to emphasize the necessity of
thousands of words. Our materials moving our election activity to a
should spell out the Promises and new plane in keeping with events.
class and mass

LINEMPLOYMENT STAGGERS MICHIGAN

Unemployment Staggers

and there is something mighty wrong
about an econonly that breafts down

lifte that." He said thdl as long as
goods are produced for profit and

By William Allan

not for the needs ol the people, there

aill be depressions.

unemployment stalks our landl nowhere is it so fearful as in Michior.r. There.'acconding to official reports, 17 percent of the labor force is

*o.k; th... i"*. ..por*

proiect the likelihood that by *p,..qh,e withotrt jobs.in this
*_ork.rs--rvill
ber a full ,[i p.r."rrt-53o,ooo
the facts.concerning this
bring
to
eflort
.on-ti-nrirrg
our
In
state.
sinele

i"i,horr,

read-ers*-together i,ith analysis - and suggested
""rpublish below a first-hand-rep-ort from
a.veteran
".iiorr-*e
rt'r1.tiisLt correspondent for .The-Wot'ftet'. The itali-

;,il"il;;"r.ptt.,"
orooor*t, fo.

l.ffir*,.i,;,"id

from our author as lastcized paragraphs,-towhich flllow, weie -received

ili"rt.'

raa-itions

his article'-T h e Ed itor'

Thi,is is a rellection ol the
FLINT: Some 3o,ooo wor\ers are season,"
union's
auto
the
Prograrn to get garden
of
ioititt in this toin, the heart
'General
the unemPloYed can
that
so
plots
t2''
Ouer
Motors ernPire'
grou something tu eat.
ooo orc on direct rilief, and lglofr1
continue tu mount. Production ts
DETROIT: State'wide wnemPloY'
iis tho, 50 Percent of caPacitY, and ment
is nou Qrtid-MaY) half a mil'
as the " s'easbn" ends bY tnid+um'
oaer 325,ooo ol that ia
with
lion,
records
all
mer this town arill breaft
city, Almost 5o,ooo Detroiters
unemPloyment. At the Buicft this
lor
'blant,
run out of their unemP'loY'
haue
whire z,4oo units a daY were
'broduced in the tecent
compensation, with Negro
mefl,
Past, now
hired, first firedworkers-la.st
off'
qoo units a daY are coming
Lrlv 'Oig
large Proqortion ot
a
up
mafting
in
aduertisement aPPearedA
The
tital.
first three months
the piPers here the o.ther daY: thisof cars,
re-Possession
saa.t
of
ry58
"Wanted, garden Plots, ,n or neor
property
in
p'ersonal
and
Flint, to ie wsed' bY unemPloYed furniture
Pleas
Cotnmon
County
Wa:yne
the
members. These Plots will be ftePt
run r,o6r-thats rB Percent
clear of weeds and debris, and the Court
clean higher than dwring the first three
lU AW) wnion guarantee s to
)p thoror,ghly at the end of the months of ry57.
* The attention

of

readers

is called to

Emil

-, . r*1+.i5#i:TT.[#, yir."]
#i:

MaY

I1958eY.*".nl'U:"t'u:'.,]'r],][?
issue'-El'

M,azey,

UAW

SecretarY-

Treasurer, commenting on this at a
recent Ford worftets union meeting,

the

saidt "Unernp'loyment is a built-in
teature ol our economic systern,

If;
r4

Mazey called
econa
democra:tically-conducted
for
omy under tuhich production would
be planned to tneet the needs of
the people.
,t**

This past April, 4,ooo Michigan
unionists, as a lobby, converged on
the State Capitol Building in Lansing, and they found the doors of
both the Senate and the Flouse

in their faces. These thousands had come from 3z counties,
by car and bus, to demand that unemployment compensation be continued until the worker got a job,
locked

and that the amount paid be raised
to half the worker's average wage.

It was a tremendous piece of news,
but the capitalist press had no room
for it on their front pages, and they
did not find it necessary to comment
upon it in their editorials.
At that time, with some 45o,ooo
unemployed, the Michigan AFLCIO leadership, on the demand of
the rank-and-fiIe, organized this
lobby of the unemployed. .It was
the first proiect undertaken by the
just-merged AFL-CIO in Michigan;
it received quite a difierent reception
from that which greeted the unemployed in the '3o's, or more recently
when conservative labor leaders
came themselves to ask for crumbs.

t5

In the old days we saw the workers driven away with clubs, ofi the

lawns of the Capitol and into the
back alleys. We well remember
that then not a single legislator,
neither Repub'lican nor Democratic,
would so much as talk to the workers. The Governor, then, was not
anywhere around-he had gone
hunting when we had come back

m

1933.

This time, while the majority of
the legislators voted for a "recess,"
it was, nevertheless, difierent. In
Michigan, an electoral coalition has
been growing and developing for a
decade, and it will put up Governor
G. Mennen Williams for his sixth
term in 1958, as a prelude to his
running for President in 196o on a
liberal platform. This electoral alliance is led by labor, and its potency and mobilizing power have
just been enhanced with the merging, in February, of one million
workers into the combined AFLCIO. The State president is Gus
Schelle, a militant trade-unionist who
stands on no ceremony when dealing with capitalist politicians on issues affecting the workers and their

life-long battle against the monopolies.

When the Republicans, who control the Michigan legislature because
of an undemocratic method of allo.
cating seats, looked out of the Capitol windows that fine April moining they saw, thousands o1 the people bearing down on them. AFLCIO numerals were everywherel

I6

clearly labor as a whole had made

the 6ght of the unemPloYed their
fight, ind die thousands streaming
atng the sidewalks to the legisla-

tive halls were being headed bY the
new leaders of the merged labor
federation.

TiNEMPI.OYMENT STAC,GERS MCHIGAN
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In panic, the reactionaries voted
to adjourn; they hung uP signs bc'

tive halls. Its .'lock the doorg hcre
come the peoPle'."
A new note appeared in the
speeches of labor leaders followlnS
tLis arrogant action by the GId.
Ford-Chrysler-conuolled reactionar'
ies of the Michigan legislature. Roy
Reuther, and Schelle, asked the assembled press, in the presence of
hundreds of workers: "What do we
do now to help these jobless? Do we
tell them to lay down and die? Do
we tell them to rob a bank or shoot
somebody to get money for foodl
Thev can lock the doors on usb,rt this isn't the end. We will be
back in a dozer. difierent waYs"
Only the labor press ran these

fore both Chambers that theY were
in "recess" and literally fed the
building. Later reporters discovered
that thiy had high-tailed it for the
Lansing' country club, where theY
were the guests of Hiram Todd, lobbyist for the Chrysler Corporation!
Wh.r, the workers learned this from
the reporters, there was a roar of
indignition and rage and disgust quotes.
Next in preparation, we underhas never before rocked
rrch"t of this State. One of stand, is a giant demonstration in
the Capitol
the newsmen commented: "schelle Cadillac Square, Detroit. This is the
6, tg3o,
has just got
4,ooo red-hot or- historic spot that saw, March
-forhimself
in
mass
roo,ooo
over
and
election,
the
1958
Proganiz.rs
iobless
they won't have to go to anY PAC test, at the call of the Communist
Party, and the Unemployed Councils,
school to learn how."
Inside the Capitol, the thirty-five then- to be ridden down by hundreds
members of the House and Senate of cops, and to be tear-gassed and
who carry union cards were all clubbed. You can be sure that will
there, mingling with their brothers not happen this time. Now, on the
and sisters of the mass lobbY. Nine platform will be the Governor, U.S.
Negro legislators-more than . anY Senator McNamara, several Conother State government-were there, gressmen, including Michigan's only
too, also paiticipating in the lobby Negro Congressman, Charles Diggs,
discussions. And the Governor, him- ]r., and many city councilmen, Neself, was among those looking with gro and white, along with members
anser at the barred doors of the of the legislature. fust as the cops
Ch"ambers. Schelle, standing along- were nowhere in sight in the April
side a replica of the Liberty Bell in Lansing demonstration, so they will
t}te corridor, commented: "Therc is a be doing no more than quiedy dinew cry here in the State Legisla- recting traffic on Cadillac Square.

That the question of unemployment will be the central issue in the

t7

he looked over his audience he saw

over 5oo Ford workers

among

1958 elections here is clear to all.
As part of the electoral coalition,
Governor Williams has put forward
some useful proposals, but he has not

them, including their President Carl
Stellato, who is a candidate for Consress in the Dearborn district. Steliato will be backed by the coali-

general Acheson approach to foreign afiairs-shared, of
course, by many Democrats, and so
he still speaks of the needs for "defense" and couples this with batding unemployment. Some labor
leaders, and others-plus a generally growing anti-war sentiment
-have been steering him a\lay
from some of his worst war-mongering and Soviet-baiting, though

which was ten times more t}ran he
needed. Stellato makes it clear that
he favors greater numbers of tradeunionists running for public office;
he wants labor to get over the habit
of supporting professional politicians
for public office, and ending up with
bankers and their lawyers supposedly

overcome

a

tion, and the workers racked uP
zo,ooo signatures for him to file,

"rep.resenting" them.

It is expected that the coalition
in Michigan-led by labor, and with
important support from the Negro
ther nuclear-weapons testing. This' people, farmers, professional and
is in contrast with Walter Reuther, middle-class elements and national.
UAW president, who, while a Wil- groupings-will put forward over
liams backer, has come out for the roo candidates in 1958, and that most
of them will be down-to-earth farmcessation of such testing.
Speaking to the lobby of unem- ers, and actual trade unionists and
ployed in Lansing this April, Gov- Negro men and women. Very reernor Williams lashed out against cently, two Negro men, Clarence
the giant monopolies and the sub- Sabbath in River Rouge and Dr.
servience of the Eisenhower Admin- Frank Howell in Muskegon, have
istration to them. FIe denounced the been elected to the City Cotrncils;
domination of the State legislature both topped the polls, both were
by the auto-moguls and the electric backed by the AFL-CIO and its altrusts. Williams called for greater lies. In many other cases recently,
independent action by grouPs such trade unionists and farmers have,
as those lobbyists, and said that only been victors in township elections.

he still refuses to endorse, for

ex-

ample, world-wide trade, or a summit meeting, or the banning of fur-

such pressure could develop useful
legislative action.

The militancy of the

Governor's

speech was explained, at least in
part, no doubt, by the fact that when

Now the rtewly-merged AFLCIO, a million strorrgr prepares, with
its allies, to plunge into the r95B
elections with its own measuring
rod for

candidates and programs-

I8
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Lansing and the locked doors of the
legislature drew clear lines for this
election. Everywhere in the State,
united rallies are taking place; more
than for the past seven or eight years
there are debates, forums, symposia,

and mass meetings on questions of
unemployment, wages, war or peace,
atomic weapons testing, etc.
Continued political leadership by
the unions in building this anti-monopoly front against the Big Three
auto companies, and with the rank
and file alert and increasingly active
as they arg should chdlk up impressive gains in the coming elections.
Some ingredients are lacking. Not

enough is being said about the fight

for peace, for extending democracy
by eliminating gerrymandering and

by

greater representation for the
Negro masses. There are thirty-four
national groups in significant numbers in this State and they are very
concerned about the rights of foreign-born Americans, but not nearly
enough is being done on this ques-

tion up to now.

*

ik

The Communist Party in Michigan

is making its contribution

where-

ever and whenever

it can. Quite

Ihe Crisis in trance

recently, two splendid pieces of ma-

terial were issued-the legislative
program of the Party for 1958 and
the lea{let, "Why We Need More
Jobs." Both were widely distributed
and very well received.
The Party, through other leafets,
and through meetings .and other
forms of activity-including the sale
of. The Worftcr, of which 6oo are now

distributed here---cspecially concentrates on the battle against war, for
peaceful co-existence,

meeting, and

for a

for the

summit
cessation of

atomic-weapons testing. It emphasizes, too, the importance of normalizing East-West trade as a factor
making for peace and making for
jobs. At the same time, the Party
brings forward the truth that un-

employment and depression are attributes of capitalism; that just as

neither exists now where socialism
exists, so neither would exist in our
country if the anarchy and iunglelike quality of capitalism were replaced by the planning and collective
living characteristic of Socialism,
where human welfare takes the
place of individual profits.

By Central Committee, CP

of

France

- Bllore go;rrg to press, the latest word we haae been able to receiac lrom
thc Communist Party of Francc euoluoting the acutc crisk through which
that country is passing, ap?ears in a riolation adopted by iti Centtal
Committee on an eilended politiml rcport made by Marccl Serain. This
Resolution k pablished za L'Humanit(, (May ); it begins with certnit
specific references to the Seruin report and then goes on to pedict that
a?parent ogreernen, atnong leaders ol thc boargeok partics tuoulil not bc
safiicient ,o oaercomc the ministerial impassc conlroating France. Then,
continues thc Resolation:

Sunrecr AccoRD cannot mask, however, let alo,ne resolve, the contra-

dictions which contributed to the
fall of the governments of Mollet,
Bourges-Manoury and Gaillard;
these are caused by divergence of
opinion regarding methods of fighting the war in Algeria to a finish
through the extermination of Algerian resistance. Four years of relentless war have shown that this is
impossible. Algerian independence
will be won. The question is: Will it
be won with France or against her ?
As the Political Bureau of the
Party emphasized on APril 16, the
choice to be made is not between
difierent methods of continuing the
rvar in Algeria, but between continuing the war and seeking a peace-

ful

social plane, or on the military level
be solved without ending the

-can
war in Algeria.
The Algerian war has already
caused much blood to flow; it forces
hundreds of thousands of families
to live in anguish and fear; it is
tarnishing the honor of France; it is
sowing hatred between the Algerian
people and the French people and
iompromising all future relations be'

tween them.
Intensifying this war-from which

the capitalists are reaping enormous

profits-will bring a new decline
in living conditions for the working
classes ind the toiling masses, and

of government and
to_ any increases
resistance
employer
in wages, salaries and Pensions for
the general working PoPulation.
Tf,e wat in Algeria is sPurring the

a

settlement.

The fact is that none of the essential problems our countrY faceseithei on the economic, financial and

sharpening

assressive activities

of

treasonous
cam-

giJupings, and feeding the
r9
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paign for the capture

of

personal

power. Additionally, continuing this

war cannot fail to spur

interven-

lem, the Communist Party of Francc
proposes to the Parties of the Left
ih"i .orrrpromise be sought permit'

ting "progress in this direction. Only
thJ iniol of the forces of the Left
in opposition to the demands of the
Under these conditions, the prob- ultra-colonialists can hold reaction
lem of the struggle for economic in check. Intervention of the masses
and social demands becomes directly through intensification of this union
in solving the ministerial
linked to the struggle for ending the .rn
"id
a manner other than that
in
crisis
The
Central
CommitAlgerian war.
tee of the Communist Party of envisaged by the advocates of war in
France reaffirms its position that Algeria.
The Communist Party, alwaYs
the possibilities for arriving at a true
ready
to support any step that is in
just
solution of the Algerian
and
problem lie in negotiation on the the popular interest-and thus, any
basis <lf the recognition of the Al- government which takes such stePs
gerian people's right to indePen. -is convinced that the best thing
d.nc., on the basis of equal rights, will be to give France a government
free consent and reciprocal benefits. similar to the majority of January
Maintenance of colonial Privi- z, 1946, in which the Communist
leges is incompatible with safeguard- Party shall assume its share of rein"g French interests in Algeria and sponsibility.
On the occasion of the cantonal
iri all Africa. Continuing the war
the Socialist leaders reelections,
to
France,
lost
to
be
will cause all
their persistent
cently
demonstrated
South
in
haPPened
already
as has
hostility to the unity of the working
Viet-Nam.
class, to the rallying of the forces
of the Left, as well as their desire
the
of
The most urgent obligation
maintain the alliance they have
to
that
understand
ls
to
French people
formed
with the parties of reaction
deinterest
national
ifr.
of
defense
mands that the conditions of our for continuing the Algerian war:
eooch must be reckoned with-con- Herein lie the essential causes of the
d'itions characterized above all by the difficulties which the People of
entrance of the colonial peoples into France are experiencing.
It is for this reason that the Cennational consciousness and bY the
manifestation of their will to inde' tral Committee calls on all Commu.

tion of American imperialism against
the interests of the Algerian people and the people of France.

oendence.

' A.r*iou, to

neglect no measure
that might hasten the hour of peaceful solution of the Algerian Prob-

nists to work perseveringly to achieve
the united front, without ever losing
sight of the fact that the united front
is, above all, the independent and

2l

THE CRISIS IN FRANCE
united action of the masses for their
most urgent economic, social, and

political demands.
By arousing in the country a
movement for unity in the struggle, powerful enough to end the re-

of the Socialist leaders, the
union of all workers and all democratic forces will become inevitable.
It will be achieved as the interests
sistance

of the people, o{ France, and of

Peace

demand.

In out ncxt issue ruill appear a full-length analysis o'l the situation
in France by laques Duclos, as well as other material on the mo'
rnentous eaents unloldtng in that country-The Editor.

0n the Peace lrlanifesto and the
I2-Party lleclaration
By National Executive Committee, CPUSA
accord

uith the resolution

servance

the founding of the first

the Naiional Executiue Cotnmit ee. Since then, a numbcr of significant

deaelopments haae occurred, particulaily
summit conference and to the position

the way to the liberation of op dung nations, a powerful new world
in many lands. To- force. And in the cap,italist coutrday, the development of friendly tries, the masses of working people
relations, cooperation and trade be- are a mighty force for peace.
tween our country and the USSR
But at the same time, it is clear that
is decisive for achieving a durable the danger of war has not passed.
world peace.
Its source is ". . . the capitalist mo-

pressed peoples

When, on the occasion of the obof the 4oth anniversary of

adopted by the National Committee at its
February meeting, the lollowing statetnent was unanimously adopteQ by

In

THE Iz-PARTY DECLARATION

socialist

republic, representatives of 64 Communist parties met in Moscow and
issued a joint Manifesto for Peace,
they not only voiced the ideals and
humane purposes o{ those dedicated
to socialism everywhere, but they

in relation to

ncgotiation_s lor a
ta\en by the Seuenth Congress
ol the Yugoslau l*ague of Cotnmunists, which giae addcd meaning to
both the Peace Manifcsto and the Twelae-Party Declaration, and re'
newed cmphasis to th,e imPortance ol their study and circulation.-The

Editor.

echoed the hope of all mankind. The

I

sions, are also responsible

for

ex-

infation and loss of
jobs through trade restrictions, as
well as curbs on civil liberties and
the lag of science and education in
our country
We American Communists have
always sought understanding and
cooperation between the United
States and the USSR, in the best interests of our people. We are mindful of the fact that President Roosevelt's recognition of the Soviet Union in 1933 contributed to the revival of trade and manufacture in
the U.S. after the most devastating
economic crisis in our history, help
cessive taxation,

ANNouNcnrrrENT By rAn Soviet Union

of unilateral suspension of

nuclear
weapons tests has raised the hopes of

all mankind and has gready

in-

the universal determination
to ban nuclear war. It reinforces the
world-wide demand for East-West
talks and encourages the prospects
for a big-power meeting "at the
summitr" despite the opposition of

creased

Dulles, Strauss and other spokesmen

for monopoly.

The lifting of the

threatening

cloud of atomic war and the ending
of the cold war will remove a great

of

American people. Prevailing policies

ing to reopen factories and providing
jobs. We cannot forget that, as al-

spokesmen, which have been geared
to war and increasing world ten.

fought together to end fascist tyranny
and military conquest, thus opening

burden from the shoulders

the

of big business and its political lies in the anti-Hitler wff,
22

we

CPUSA was unable to take part in
these deliberations due

to anti-demo-

cratic and restrictive laws in the U.S.
which still bar freedom of travel

nopolies who have a vested interest

in war and have amassed unprece-

dented riches from two world wars
and an arms drive. . . . The ruling
circles of some capitalist countries,
under pressure of the monopolies
and especially those of the U.S., have
rejected proposals for disarmament,
prohibition of nuclear weapons and
other measures aimed at preventing
a new war."
This is evidenced anew by the
refusal of the Administration to suspend the current series of nuclear
tests in the Pacific, by the steps being taken to establish missile and

and political association. But we
hail the call for peace adopted by
the Communists from 64 countries rocket

and shall seek to make it known to
the American people as part of our

contribution to ending misunderstanding and toward cementing
friendship and cooperation between
the peoples of the East and West.
The Manifesto declares, as our
r6th National Convention has also
noted: "War is not inevitable. War

can be prevented, peace can be preserved and made secure." A new
balance of forces exists which makes
this possible. Heading the camp of
peace are the socialist lands-the So-

viet Union, People's China, the

of Europe and
Asia. By their side are the Ban-

people's democracies

bases

in the NATO

coun-

tries and to arm West Germany with
atomic weapons, and by American
imperialist interference in Indonesia and the Middle East.

However, the Manifesto declares,
this danger can be overcome. The
forces of peace can prevail. We hail
the call of the 64 parties to all people of good will throughout the
world to demand an end to the cold
war, prohibition of nuclear weapons and tests, abolition of military
blocs and foreign bases, an end to
imperialist plotting and military
provocations. We add our voice to
the concluding plea of the Manifesto for Peace in which 64 Com-

,,ilF
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munist parties from all five continents ask:
From now on let the countries with
difierent social systems compete with

one another in developing science and
technology for peace. Let them demonstrate their superiority not on the
field of batde but in competition for
progress and for raising living stand-

Today, the Soviet Union, pioneer-

ing a new way of life free from
class exploitation, no longer stands
alone as a socialist country. Now,

one-third of the world's people have
rid themselves of the rule of capital
and are building their future on so-

cialist foundations. We greet this
growth and consolidation of socialist
society in many lands, creating for
ards.
We extend a hand to all people of the first time a world system of a
good will. By a common effort let higher order than capitalism---one
us get rid of the burden of armaments which is a reliable bulwark of peace
which oppresses the peoples. Irt us and freedom.
rid the world of the danger of war,
These countries, inspired by and
death and annihilation. Before us is learning from the historic lessons of
a bright and happy future of mankind the Great October Revolution and
marching forward to progress.
the victory of socialist construction
We also reiterate the sound ob- in the USSR, have each come to socialism by their own paths, overcomservations of the Manifesto that:
ing great obstacles and uniting their
The socialist countries do not in- people and national resources for mutend to enforce their social or politi- tual aid and support of world peace.
cal system on any other nation. They This historic Declaration demonare firmly convinced that socialism is strates the high degree of unity and
bound to win, but they know that solidarity achieved by the leading
socialism cannot be implanted from parties of these countries.
without, that it will come above all
The unity demonstrated by these
as a result of struggle by the working
parties, which are successtwelve
class and all other progressive forces
fully
leading
their countries in the
within each country.
building of socialism, serves to emphasize anew that the internationII
ally valid, basic lessons of workingWe welcome equally the Declara- class history and experience which
tion of the Twelve Communist and constitute the teachings of Marxism'Workers' Parties which are the Leninism are not negated by the regoverning parties of socialist states,
is renewed evidence of the great
contribution to world peace and so-

progress which
in the socialist system.

cial

is

inherent

spective national features and course
of development of each nation. On
the contrary, the enhanced unity of

world-wide socialist forces-following upon fraternal mutual aid, equal-

THE
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IZ.PARTY DECLARATION

ity and self-examination and correc- tribution which the Declaration
tion of errors-rests on the recogni- makes to advancing the struggle for
tion of the general principles of com- peace. Assessing the international
munism, coupled with their creative iituation, inclu&ng the continued
application in accord with the spe- "cold war" policies of the aggressive
imperialist forces, particularly of the
cific conditions of each country.
The Declaration of the twelve U.S. monopolists, the Declaration
parties notes that the XXth Con- stresses that the struggle for peace
gress of the Communist Party of is now the key task confronting all
the Soviet Union signalized a grbat progressive humanity, in the first
advance in Marxist-Leninist theory ptr.. tt. Communists and other
and practice, corresponding to the idvanced workers. In this connec'
new conditions of our present epoch tion, and on the basis of a comPreepoch of world transition from hensive analysis of the Profound
-the
caiptalism to socialism. In this re- changes in the alignment of world
spect, the Congress projected new forcei-especially the historic signififossibilities for achieving peaceful cance of the emergence of socialisgt
coexistence and peaceful paths to so- as a world system, the disintegracialism. This advance the Declaration carries forward and develoPs
further, thus making a major new
contribution to the advance of Marxist-Leninist theory. And, in confirming what is new, it re-emphasized at the same time the imPerative need, for all who seek to end
class exploitation and build social'
ism, to adhere to the scientific method and principles of Marxism-Leninism, derived from the objective
laws of social development which
continue to be verified by world
experience. In this connection, iP
dealing with the key issues of the
world labor movement and international cooperation for peace, democracy and freedom, the Declaration
stressed the vital importance of unfolding a resolute struggle against revisionism, as well as dogmatism.
Especially noteworthy is the con-

tion of the old colonial empires, the

sharpening contradictions in the im'
perialist camp and the strengthening

of world labor, Communist and na'
tional liberation movements-the
Declaration emphasizes that the
peace forces have grown to a Point
where there is a real possibility of
averting war. Towards this end the
Communist and Workers' Parties of

the socialist states reamrmed their
adherence to the principles of pro'
letarian internationalism and of the
peaceful coexistence of the socialist
ind capitalist systems and urged
ioint action in bchalf of peace on

the widest possible scale and with all
who favor peace and oppose war.

ilI
Over a year ago, at the r6th National Convention of our own Par-
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ty, we American Communists took
sieps-following extended self-criticaf examination of our work and
views-to break with sectarian errors
and dogmatic habits which hindered our keeping pace with the
changing world and prevented our
giving the most efiective leadership
io the suivings of the American
people for peace and greater social
progr.s.. In so doing, we also found

it

necesa.y

to wage a

determined

struggle against revisionism-against
any abandonment of our ideological

moorings which are rooted in the
struggles and experience of the
working class of our country and all
lands, and which bind us

cause

with

of toiling humanity

the

every-

where.

The broad outlines of our future
work, established by our r6th Convention and further developed on
the basis of our experiences since
then, still need to be vigorously
fought for in theory and practice.
Toward this end our Party must
strengthen itself politically and organizationally, expand its mass ties
and multiply its vanguard contributio,n to the great struggles for peace,
iobs, civil rights and democratic
liberties in our country. Toward
this end, we must conduct a systematic struggle against Left sectarianism and Right opportunism, against
doctrinairism and revisionism, in defense of the Party and its cardinal
Marxist principles. And toward this

end, too, we must successfully accomplish the task we have set ourselves of making substantial progress in preparing a draft of a basic
Party program before our next national convention.
While unfolding deeper study and
broader discussion of the American
scene as the basis for our conclusions, our Party will find vitally important the lessons summarized from
the experience of the international

Communist and working

By Giorgio Amendola
This issue goes to press prior to the holding ol gcneral elections in
Cleaily, houteuer, these elections are among the crucial et)et ts ;n

Itdy.

the swiftly-mouing panorama of the contemporary woild. As aaluable
bacrtground inlormation and analysis, we Y;nt the article that follows;
its aathor is a nember of thc Central Comi,mittee of the ltalian Comnu'
nist Party.-:fhs Editor.

class

movement.

The National Executive Committee of the CPUSA calls for a thorough study and systematic discussion of the theoretical propositions
contained in the Twelve-Pa?ty Declaration by every section of our
Party organizatiat and the populari-

of the historic achievements
of the socialist sector of the world
reflected therein, together with the
contributions it holds out for world
zation

peace.

Likewise the National Executive
Committee calls for the widest distribution of the Peace Manifesto of
the 64 Communist and Workers'
parties and the organization of dis'
iussions arourd the Manifesto in the
ranks of the Party and among other
advocates of peace. This will be an
important contribution serving th9
best national interests of the American people and the cause of world
peace.

llorking Class alrd Party in ltaly.

IN nrcsxr MoNrHs the problem of the
decline in the specific gravity of the
working class in Italy's political struggle hai been faced squarely as the
ientrai one in the struggle for a democratic revival in our country. Not only
the quantitative and numerical, organi-

zational and electoral aspects of the
decline have been discussed but also
its political meaning.

What caused it; what have been
its resultsl These are questions demanding clear and une(uivocal answers, since unless the causes for the
setback that has been sufiered are

of the economic factors involved. The
vears following the r95r-r952 period

have been chiracterized by develop'
ments favoring Italian capitalism. The
rise in nationil incorne, in industrial
production and productivity of labor,
have enabled the dominant monopoly
groupings-already vastly sffengthened

through obtaining American

credits

and tf,rough the general policy pursued
by the Demo,christian governmentto consolidate and expand their rul-

ing status in Italian society; to control
private investment
oo Dercent of all 'and

thus pro'ceed
in ft"lirt industry
and
expansion of
modernization
to
the
to
find
is
impossible
it
understood
how to remedy the situation. The their plants and the introduction of
same

ol Communists lrom
Large Scale Industrial Enterprises was
an important step in this urgent inMilan Assetnbly
vestigation,

but the Assembly

new iechniques, while at the
time cutting down the number of workers they employ and labor's

in the national income.

cannot

The absolute roduction in the num'
ber of workers employed in Italian
industry as well as their percentage'
wise decrease in the total population
in itself involves a reduction in the
quantitative weight of the working
ciass. It is true that the political
weight of the working class is not

be said to have achieved conclusive
within the economic-trade
union limits to which debate was
results even

largely confined.

No one can deny the

share

importance

r Tmslated by Amy Schechter from the De
cember, 1917 iste ot Rirutcita, theoretical organ
of the Comunist Party of ltaly.
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necessarily determined

by its

quanti'

tative weight in the population, but
it is also true that the persistence of
mass unemployment in spite of increased production has intensified the
subjugation of the worker living under constant threat of employer reprisal
and the loss of his job.
The strengthening of monopoly
groups has brought a sharpening of all

the contradictions existing in Italian
society as well as of the imbalance
between North and South, between
city and country, between monopolistic big industry and medium and
small industry. The huge increase in

monopoly profits has not only enabled
monopoly groups to control credit
manipulation through internal financing but also yielded them broad profit
margins which allow them as employers to withhold a growing part of
wages from collective bargaining and
dispose of it at will. They are using it
as an instrument of oppression through
schemes aimed at causing ideological

corruption and division in the ranks
of the working class.
This sort of employer maneuvering

of

course, and does take cognizance o[ the potential of the trade union and democratic and socialist movement as a whole. And it is precisely to
counter this that Big Business is now

must,

using the practice of handing out
"bonuses" granted without bargaining or with a pretense of individual
bargaining, a practice actually quite
typical of the traditional avarice of the
self-centered and short-sighted Italian
bourgeoisie.

Many other factors, however,

to

have

weaken the close knit
solidarity of the Italian workers in the
operated

face

of

employer scheming: the ever

present millions

of totally or partially

unemployed, the growing infux of immigrants into the cities from the mountain regions, from the countryside and

the South; disparities on the job

af-

fecting the individual worker, oftentimes based on purely casual and capricious causes involving less the qual-

ity of labor performed than branch
of industry or size of enterprise or
a number of other circumstances (hous-

ing, size of family, etc.)
Trade union self-criticism has high-

lighted major errors in this field,
which were not those-as some insisted
during a first phase of obvious bewilderment and confusion-of "going
in for too many struggles" or of "being
too political," as though trade-union
activity were possible which was not
at the same time, and allowing for
full trade-union autonomy, also pe
litical activity. Primarily the mistakes
made lay in failure to see in time the
necessity of adapting the struggle and
union organizational activity to the new

situation which has been developing
in Italy as a result of the process.commonly labelled capitalist (postwar)

res-

toration but which has, in fact, been the

rapid increase of the controlling positions that monopoly has achieved.

AND PARTY IN ITALY

on appropriate struggle against all
forms of job discrimination in hiring
bargaining, firing etc.; z) Failure to
conduct consistently the over-all struggle for freedorn in the plants and fac-

class autonomy and taking
a major national struggle its
steos in the defense of its freedom.
touching the whole Italian people. Th'e entire problem of the workers'
along the lines of the correct start
dernocratic rights in the factoriesmade at the Naples Congress of the
the right to orgarize' the right to
General Confederation of Italian Labor
freedom of assembly, opinion
for recognition of a labor statute, for strike,

dismissal only for "just causer" using
the fighting spirit of the masses which
defeated the Demochristians on the

3) Failure to understand how to link the development
of collective bargaining, at the
right moment, on an enterprise
level to national collective bargainirg and the struggle for compliSeventh od |une;

ance

agreements in many
of the country, and not alone

with national

sections

in the South where these agreements
are not yet honored. This would
bring all elements in setting wages
under discussion so that the workers

benefit from increases in productivitv and technical advances, and will
contiol and limit the economic and
political power of the monopolies _in
th. f".toiy itself; and, with s ruggles
enierprise level as point of deon
"n so bn from there to broader
Darture.
'catcgories" of national and political

will

SOME MAIOR ERRORS

necessary adjustments in tradeunion activity are as follows: r) Failure to stress sufficiently problems of
unemployment and the right to work
as central problems of Italian democ'
racy, and, in this connection, to carry

the

IMMEDIATE DE}{ANDS
The working class must win back
its right to birgain on all issues.involved in labor relations, reassertlng
concrete

tories as

struggle.

Maior mistakes that stand out in
connection with this lag in making

29

In the course of the critical examination that was conducted, it became
clear that, in aiming at a change in
the existing situation, the primary
tade-union task of the working class

is the struggle to restore and strengthen

the collective bargaining power of the
unions.

..

.

and press-is intimately bound up with
the problem of the reconqucst of bar-

sainine rishts. The demand for the

r;ght

;

baigain collectively on all ques-

tions relating to the iob, moreover,
imolies a demand to know the facts
on'all elements affecting the iob, that
is, it postulates the necessity of anrft'
ers' conffol in the factories and over
the entire productive process. In this
way the siruggle for immediate demands is linked to the anti-monopoly

struggle for reforms in structure, in
the very course of the productive process where worker faces boss. This
unites the working class obiectively
with all the forces which are today
moving against monopoly because of

their conviction that Italian society
must be liberated from the crippling

harness monopoly has fastened on it'
But all this is still not enough.

There are also factors of a political
nature related to the system under

which the working class now lives,
to the level of development of its
class consciousness which must be
taken into consideration in all their
decisive importance.
This does not mean opposing po-

litical to trade-union factors but fus"
ing them into one general, integrated
conception of the working-class struggle and the role it must play in a land

CI"ASS
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its

to de- ing<lass movement, which todaY
a profound democratic renais- mEans utilizing the great victorious
sance in all areas of existence and in experiences of socialism which have

where the people are coming

mand

to all problems. The people
are coming to see the necessity for

relation

coordinating and united action and for

for a hegemony which can
only be the role of the working class,
the vanguard force, if they are not
willing to see the renascent demo-

leadership,

cratic movement blocked, degraded
and fragmented into particularist de-

mands and mere agitation.

But in order to move forward successfully in the direction of socialism,
a simple connection of the struggle
for immediate demands with the
struggle for a new economic policy
and a new political direction for Italy
is not enough: essential also are a consciousness of the need for a socialist
transformation and the revolutionary
will to bring it about-to carry o{.rt a

"revolution." And those who are

con-

ducting the struggle aimed at the socialist transformation of Italy, at the

of

capitalist exploitation
and the conquest of political power by
elimination

the working class must have their feet

planted firmly on the ground, they
must use as point of departure today's
concrete problems and immediate demands, but, at the same time, keep
thcir eyes fixed on our great historic
obiective.

THE RO[-E OF IDEOLOGY
Into the class struggle there enters
a subjective factor, the factor of revolutionary will, of socialist consciousncss. The struggle is not economic
and political alone: it is an ideological struggle and because of this it
utilizes the great fund of experience
accumulated by the international work-

alieady freed a third of humanity from

caoitalist exploitation. Without the
reiolutionary will of the vanguard of
the working class, the struggle of the
working cliss cannot advance beyond
the limits of trade-union action or of
democratic action, neither of which
of itself becomes action for socialism.
But the working class, inasmuch as it

is the leading class of the nation, is
working for the future, for the suc-

of Italy's national problems, even while it grapples with the
cessful solution

of the moment; and in
this way it gives practical guidance
to the country on the road to socialconcrete issues

ism.

The function of the working

class,

national class directing the movement for a democratic revival, cannot
as the

be regarded as a fixed principle affirmed a priori for ail time: this function requires the active presence of
a vanguard party with the knowledge
of how to give leadership to the working class in fulfilling its historic task.
The role of the working class should
not be viewed as that of an idol to
be accorded homage, but a reality historically defined under a specific set of
conditions-that is, the presence of

a

revolutionary party, the loyalty of the
working class to socialist ideals, the
unity of the working class and the ties
it maintains, on a conscious and organized basis with the international work-

ers' movement.
A working class deprived of a revo

lutionary party, divided, disillusioned
and internationally isolated, and as a

result in a weak position in relation
to its own bourgeoisie, cannot perform

A}ID PARTY IN ITALY

proper functions. Under

these

circumstances, together with the working class the country as a whole is arrested in its political and social development.

Here it is impossible to deny that
during the decade following the great
advances chalked

in

up by the

Italian

ry43t948 both as regards political consciousness and frorn
the organizational angle-a decade

wor*ing

class

marked

by the frequent and often
of the Italian politi-

confusing turns

cal struggle--tonsiderable
achieved
offensive

success was

ty the skillful and brutal

of Big Business, not alone

in lessening

labor's collective bargain'

ing power, but also in weakening

its

creating political
division in its ranks and driving some
class- consciousness,

important political groups into passive
of the existing social order.
It niust be recognized that the Italian
bourgeoisie has, in fact, obtained certain iesults along these linesl and also
that in some sectors of the labor movement, especially among workers employed in some of the large monoPolistic enterprises, there was a loss of
faith in the creative and revitalizing
capacity of the working-class move'
ment and of socialism throughout the
world. In its stead came a raPid
spread of reformist infuence of. vari:
acceptance

ous kinds-social democratic reformism, Catholic reformism, and even of
"qualunquismo" or the cult of indiffeience which is one of the forms in

which the renunciation of the revolutionary struggle {inds expression.
The Milan Assembly Pointed out
certain of the causes which had weakened the erstwhiie firm resistance of

3t

fensive. The bourgeoisie is not satisfied with exploitinf the worker's labor
but seeks as well 1o weaken and ob'

scure

his class consciousness,

using

for this purpose the formidable- weaPon
of ideoloqicil corruption which it has
at its diiposal in the factory and outside of the factory. The existence of

this situation makls it imperative that
the working class fight to block the
employer cimpaign io condition and
.orriroi the worker in every aspect of
his life both in and outside the fac'
torv. and fieht now, and on everY
batliefield, iieological, political, cultural, trade union and recreational. But
this resistance requires the presence
and activity of a revolutionary parry
of the woricing class which shall give
the workers a ievolutionary perspective
and quide the struggle for socialism,

the struggle for day-today
.o,.niting
-with th. general struggle for
a revolutionary transformation of so-

demands

cietv.

In contrast was the definite picture
which emerged-in the course of preDaratorv .ot

f.r.n.et for the

Milan

and during the Assembly it'
htr.tt bly'the
situation that had devel'
self-of
oped in a number of our factorY ors-anizations, as a result of the absence
The confu6r inactivity of the Party.
'union and PartY,
sion between trade

the frequent reduction of the Party role

to thaf of a "partY current" in

the

union, minimized PartY work in manY

instances, hedging it in bet\^reen the
limited confines of a puny economism
and narrowly organizational activities,
making it impossibie for the Party to

take tfie fighi for peace, freedom and
socialism into the plants and factories

the lvorking class to the ideological,

and

political and trade-union employer of-

sues.

link it up rvith local union is'
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superficial juxtaposition of Political isiues and immediate demands
was a frequent result, without the interp€netration which would have en-

A

abled labor, while defending its legitimate day-to-day interests, to campaign
at the same time for the general interests of the nation, in this way win-

ning over the majority of the population to an acceptance of the need for a
socialist transformation

of

Italy.

THE PARTY IS VITAL

'

Without the action of a revoluit is impossible for a socialist consciousness to come to ma'
turity in the working class. Socialism
is not born of itself in the consciousness
of the working class: someone must
bring it "from outside," some organized
force-today, the Communist PartY.
It is fifty years since Lenin observed
that socialism is not born spontaneously out of class antagonisms. From

tionary party

these antagonisms can be born sponta'
neously a syndicalist or trade-union
consciousness: but socialism, a socialist
conscio'usness,

the will to

society along certain lines,

transform

to

abolish

capitalist exploitation for all timethese require a general conception of
reality, a broad vision of the relationships obtaining among all classes, a
knowledge of how the political struggle
is developing in the world and in
Italy, a knowledge of the problem of
the State, of the problem of political
power, of who possesses political power
and who ought to possess it, the exploiting classes or the laboring classes.
And these things can arise today
only from a party which is armed with

the lveapon of revolutionary theory, a
Marxist-kninist Party, an internation-

C["AS{T

alist partv, which means a PartY in
touch^ wiih the great experiences of
socialism that has triumphed in so large
a oart of the world. A bond with the
inicrnational Cbmmunist movement'
and in the first placg with the first
socialist State, with the Soviet Union
is an essential part of the life and
consciousness of the working class
and a necessary condition of its ability to perform its role.' This is why
the Milan Assembly raised urgently
the issue of distinguishing between

union and party tasks and making the
necessary differenriation between their
functions; and emphasized the truth
that without the activities of a revolutionary party the work of even the
class trade unions is in danger of de'
generating, of declining to the level
of those unions which operate as an
instrument of employer pressure on

the working

class instead

of pursuing

the struggle as independent
of the working

class

organs

in its role as lib

erator.

It is only a revolutionary party of
the working class which-starting

with. imrnediate demands---can squarely
face up to every phase of the fundamental issues connected with the general direction of Italian economic pol-

icy and raise questions of a most advanced character regarding changes
in structure as a part of the broad
perspective of our national develop'
ment. And only the Communist Party
*starting from problems of freedom
in the plants and factories, and afErming the right of collective bargaining
on all wage elements-is capable of
setting forth the central problem of
freedom, the problcm of implementing
the Constitution, the problem of the
formation of a democratic govern-

AI{D PARTY IN ITALY

ment of the toiling classes-in short,
tl're problem of the State. In other
words, to raise the question of the
necessity-through abolition of capitalist exploitation and the building
of so,cialism--of the revolutionary ad-

{

l

vance (under certain internal and external conditions, possibly peaceful) to
a State in which the dictatorship of the
proletariat shall assure the freedom of
the people as a whole from oppression
at the hands of monopoly capital.
The Party alone can give the viorking class this socialist consciousness,
the Communist Party which while
supporting trade union demands and
esserting its independent initiative in

this field as welI, nonetheless points
out the necessity of advancing beyond

to the bourgeois

ance
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pressures weak-

ens. The workin! clasi is a reality in
motion. It has its own historic form;

it changes and transforms itself both
in composition and in orientation. The
Italian working class was won over
to a staunch support of socialist ideals
in the first decades of our century'
It came out of the crises developing
after World War I battered by fascist
violence, battered by material hardship

but

unshaken

in its

socialist convic-

tions.

Out of the dramatic events of

those

years, out of the desperate but stubborn
battles waged in defense of the Peo'
ple's Houses and against fascist at-

tacks, there emerged a tested vanguard
tempered, militant, able to

this struggle towands socialism, since
only a socialist transformation can
truly bring about a solution of the
grave problems with which Italian so-

-strong,
ideological strength from a critidraw
cal examination of the tragic experiences it had lived through. The majority ranged themselves around our

ciety is confronted. This does not mean

Party, providing the forces which defied

economic and political struggle both

Through the two decades of fascist
rule, beneath the heavy pall imposed

limiting activity to propagandizing the Special Tribunal, providing the
for socialism, and affrrming the su- militants oI the period of illegality,
periority oI socialism over capitalism. the volunteers for Spain, the political
It does mean introducing into every emigrants.
for immediate and for structural objectives, the consciousness that these

struggles should never be an end in
themselves; that all of them, while
seeking concrete objectives which cor-

respond

to urgent and

needs, are,

immediate

at the same time, a part

of a more general struggle which emall of them and develops them

braces

as struggles against capitalism
for the victory of sociaiism.
THE PARTY'S

and

CONTRIBUTIONS

If this Party action becomes less
for a moment, resist-

cfiective, even

on the people by the fascist dictatorship,
this vanguard kept up its struggle, it

nurtured socialist ideals and spread
them in the factories among newly
recruited workers. And when the
majority of the working class rallied
to the banner of the Communist Party
in 1943, this bore witness to the fact
that there had been no break in the
continuity of Italy's revolutionary consciousness, that the new labor forces
grown to manhood in the climate o[
fascism had nonetheless not been conquered by fascist ideology.

In the records of the inquiry

con-
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ducted by Nuoui Argomenti

to

workers dismissed

in

regard

by FIAT

of

Pisa, the fact stands out that almost all
of those discharged were Communists
and former Partisans, and that a large

percentage had started work in the
plant in ry3j) or 1936, the years of
Italy's aggression against Ethiopia and
its bandit attack in Spain. These were
the years in which the working<lass
movement came to life again following
the darkest period of stagnation during
the ry32-t935 period. Again, during

the war of liberation of

ry43-r945,

the great majority of the Italian working class rallied to the Communist
Parry, took leadership in the Partisan

warfare, guided the national insurrection to victory, reaffirming its na-

tional role as the country's guiding
dass.

But twelve years have elapsed since
1945. No party can live on its past.
Every parry must continually keep on
reconquering the positions it has won,
and reaffirm its role under the new
conditions that have developed. From
1945 through 1953 the Party led the
working class in the great battles of

. . . Ail this cannot be forgotten. The working class lvas there
in the great struggles for peace and
freedom. But in the course of the folthose years.

lowing years a great change took place
in the composition of the working
class. Through a variety of causes,
including demobilization, retirement,
persecution and arbitrary dismissal, the

earlier working force, politically edu-

of discriminatory

Drocess

CI,ASS
screenlng

ilong political lines, these workersot th". 6.gi.rring overawed, intimidated
and afra-id-have to find their waY
to orsanization and the class struggle'
Thev"too will serve their political ap
oreniiceship and become good workins-class fiehters, but only in the measorE that tf,e forces which are already
educated and seasoned

in

struggle un-

derstand the way to win' these newcomers for Communism's loftY and
noble ideals.

rHE PARTY'S PRESENT

TASKS

This then is the task of the PartY:

to pass on to the new worker the fame
of bommunist ideals which was kePt
burning all through the fascist years,

and thus assure the continuity of Parry action within the working , class.
That the Party has at times failed to
achieve understanding

of the way it

should exercise its political, educational and organizational functions is
something that must be recognizedl
and this failure cannot be laid exclu-

to the changes that have

taken
place in the trade-union situation,
ihough it is true that the effects of theso

sively

changes have been indeed

severe.

Trade-union changes do not in themselvcs explain certain retreats, because
in other factories and other cities, the
resistance

of Party and working

class

was more effective, in spite of experiences in the trade-union field which
were not basically difierent.
This shows that the organizational

cated and tempered, which had fought
in the great batdes of 1945.1946, were
reduced in numbers and strength. And

mistakes which were made, alreadY
discussed elsewhere-i.e., the lag in
adapting factory organizations to the

factories,

new conditions created by the employer
offensive, through assuring the active

new workers entered the

young workers, immigrants from the

Alpine valleys and from the rural
areas and the South.

Hired through

a

of the Party in the factory
under all conditions, and by

presence

always,
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every method-must not be considered

polemics which would have clarified

have had serious consequences, it is
true, being felt acutely by a working
class in need of a revolutionary perspective which would conform to the

tionship of forces that existed in ry45,
in 1948 and 1953. The enemy sought,

as the determining factor. Trade the question of the conditions of the
union and organizational mistakes political struggle we have been con-

concrete conditions
litical struggle.

of the Italian

Confronted by the difficulties

po-

of

a

struggle for socialism which had to be
caried on under the specific condi-

tions prevailing

in our country, sec-

tarian maximalism, seeking facile vic-

ducting, and the situation and

rela-

in part

successfully, to create a mood
of disillusionment and frustration in a
section of the working class, through
encouraging the fraud of the easy immediate solution, and through this,
skepticism, passivity, and, at last, sliding into a policy of class collaboratron.

tory for the revolution through the
The lack of comprehension of our
"big chance," ended by giving in to political line was also caused by our
reformist capitulation. Actually, tl're at times incorrect presentation of the
determining factor

a

lessening

in

bringing about

of the solidarity and

the

fighting effectiveness of the working
class, and hence of its specific gravity

in the Italian political struggle, has
been wavering in regard to political
orientation and political perspective.
A subde defeatist propaganda was

spread even among those who had
taken part and in many cases played a
heroic. role in the great battles of
rg43-r945; and this propaganda was
not always countered by the clear answers and political education and development of a steadfast socialist consciousness necessary to defeat both sec-

tarian viewpoints and halt
concessions

successive
ex-

to rcformism, since, as

perience has demonstrated, reformism
and sectarianism ah,vays make common

It
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was through harping on the theme

of "lost opportunities" that the 61an,

the fighting spirit, of important groups
wasted in

in the working class were

empty recriminations, without

in

omy during ry45t946. Another factor was the Party's inability to maintain a living contact with the partisan
radition and transform this glorious
heritage into a vital political force in
the present-day struggle to implement
the Constitution and for advance of
the country along the open road of
struggle for liberation. These were defects in the work of our Party which
were brought out at the Eighth Party
Congress, as was also the fact that

revolutionary drive and

the

active

battle of ideas in many instances lost
force under the stultifying pressure of
routine administrative organizing activity and a widely prevalent syndicoeconomist conception of how labor organizations should operate.
Contrary to some critics' claims,

cause.

DEFECTS

of working-class cooperation
reconstruction of the national econ-

problem

these

views being {acod up to drrough open

it

must be re-emphasized that the great
batdes of r948-t953 for peace and
freedom did, in fact, keep the flame of
anti-'fascist and Commufi'ist feeling
burning in the working class, and
that it was with the waning of these
struggles after ry53, that a widening
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area of disillusioned passivity began
to develop' 91v .uv to:iH
t:"rl::::
tions botdty. in the

CLASS

THE REVISIOMST AT"IACK

At the precise mornent when the
6;r;;.r, *r, acting as a spur
xi;"h
""f':^:f_*.::
sion, as we have.recenll.Sgjl-1.r1?: ;;^;;;f
,.1i.", serf-cr'iticar ..ri.ru
p.-:::'^:;-:;-";^;
;;an extensive
can we combat this confusion and dts- '". :
illusionment ,rrd

.ff..,'l"rr;dffi"il-

of thinkine and of action'

began disseminat-

revrsronist"offensive'
ins of how thc course of action fol- rng rn the ranks of the working class
loied bv the Italian Communist Party widespread. propaganda which involved
met the needs of the I;ii* ti;;,i;;1

ii-;;
this

;l,l ::'{:T, :;x*;1:"t,,#30 i,'r;H:'"."11':t'#:
happened not bmause some hypo' -:'ir,.ii.Ji'*p*,rst. in.,,,Ill,i"T d" [:; :::,ii]t ;X1"'*:tt1;i.""fil;'ff;
carried out at some Dotnt, but be- :"""^; rf,.-r"lJ L political and
opporrunities

;

so;;;;- oi th. d.lay-i^rsei by the fi:Pi
cial pr?gress .open foi the rtalian peochase after mirages
this offen"#".i"*.g""i
fle' Ariinevitible result of
exoecrations-ir, .o^iril',o"^;'";::t;;
the development of a sectarian
iive.,as
$fiii;"*i;'.."iJ #"rrr".e ;;;;,
some of the workers'
under existing .orrai,ionl,; ;:;t"li: *flt^dity lmongagitation on the therne
;;t;;;fhe,Persistent
date and extend the urJ.^lr
"r,re-ngtf't"--tfit
opportunities:' was accompanof
cratic movement, a
,"lost thJ one hand' by an effort to
.".t'
unity of the working .ir.r"r"J
lt-1'^,"t

the i.,,ore.,t

po*..

oi.#";;;di;;

i,::*"'T.:f.r:l'?:i;].,1','u-i,,."nt lh!
of

socialism and

with

the

world
The employer ofiensive was able to g-rea^t
which had unswervingly carried
torces
catch the workers, movement at a
(for example'

o.n th9.fight for -p:"t""i'prii,i.ri.."r""f.ffr*i"g
if* the withdiawal of the Italian Socialist
sion ro which eventr
Party from the Partisans for Peace
,t*,f,-l"J-iot
,tot
hth"c""gt.tr,
"t
the other hand' this
once comprehended, definitely coll' movement)' On
was accompanied by.the atagitation
.r
;;;i.it"g
;rif;J";r";;;ir;hr.
that the
;1,; t"iq, ,["i ftra marked the rela- tempt to foster the illusion

time of uncertainty

could.be solved by
tionship berween Socialists and com- situation in-Italy
the Italand
isolating
."downgrading"
munisti. The unclear;;;";;"; i;
b-y.going
andParry
Communist
ian
unificai,
.orr.,..tlo., with the .fio.*
iio" of the socialist priii.r; the partici- way out to meet the Demochristians'
nation in thi, countrv in' the'debate During t957 the Ital,an commu-

nist Pariy. carried. on a dogged battlc
to repel ihe revisionist. attack, not by

bl.,g*'.; ,r-,s
ffi;h.;^.;';}.*ii;i,
.v.ents
ilp;;GJ agitation i.garding"without
e*p.nding its strength in sterile defenin'poland ,ni Hongrr!-al1
sive ope-rations but rather through
aittt.
anv doubt co.,tributi?*J,
'l--*"r[irg
had
.i*r *hi.h boldly developing the poliry. whichParty
q"lrr+'f"
Eighth
its
at
on
been'decided
h'rd b..n educated to ,!gr.d unity of

i'nd Socialists Congress. The labor revival is now
witness the.mounting iapii".ipt. .o"aiiio"
-ii for rcsisting undJr wry, asthe
"r-,t*
broadening of united
struggle,
bor
frrr]
fo.
o.,
*rd.
,tti.k,
th.
"rrJ
thc improvement
action,
trade-union
ifr*i"! the struggle.

action

of

Comm*nists
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in results of recent Factory Committee
elections. The Milan AssemblY ol
Communists lrom Large'Scale Industrial Enterprises demonstrated the
strength oC the Italian Communist
Partibase among the proletariat in big
indu'strv. Now ihe fiist fruits of the
work to strengthen the Party's political and organiZatonal position are being garnerel, and a program of action
elaborated.

The celebration of the

November

Revolution demonstrated the futility of
efforts to weaken the bonds of the Italian working class with the socialist

world and the international workers'
movement. The key factor, however,
,ir converting the labor revival into
a seneral ,rpttts. which will allow the
*6rkit g class io make the entire de-

cisive force of its influence felt in the
developing political struggle in I_taly,
is the winning over of the working
class to the policy of the Eighth Congress and to a true understandingwithout twilight zones or reservations
path outlined by the Congress

the
-of
for an Italian

road to socialism.
Many illusions were swept awaY bY
the evints of. ry56. The struggle for
Deace aDDears ever more decisive for

ln. f,rtri. of the world.

Socialism
on peaceful

reckons not on war but
competition in its certainty

of victory
ovei capitalism, and it is through
the methods of peace that the Italian
people want to bring about the neces'
sary political and social transformation along socialist lines, in spite of any

the privileged
to this.
In carrying forward the struggle
in defense of day-to-day needs, in linking this struggle with the struggle
foi a new economic policy and for a
self-seeking resistance
classes may oppose
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new political direction for the countr!:
,ii. C?*."rr"ist Party must repulse the

,efor*irt ofiensive within the work'

.rr' *or.*ett and strengthen the so
cialist and revolutionary consciou*
ness

of the working class so that it may

oein the knowledle of how to guide
ihe economic and also the political

strussle towards socialism, Iinking it
with--all the great issues of liberty and
peace. Only thus, possessing clear po'
iitical understanding of its own revo

lutionary tasks, and not at any time remaining prisoner of a narrow consid'
eration-of its own immediate interests,
will the working class succeed in once

asain throwine-the whole weight of
iti irrfluence irito the political struggle,

in interpreting the general interests

the nation, not as in auxiliary but

of

as

an independent force.
The i958 elections could, with the
defeat of the Dernochristian Party'
sivc the working class and dl thc
iop,rlar forces thJ possibility of setting
ihe conditions for a democratic alter'

native which will allow the formation
democratic government of the
working classes capable of implement'
ins the- Constitution and, at the same

of a

tirie, guiding the country along the
road to socialism. For this to come
about it is necessary for the popular
will to make itself heard in unmis-

takable terms, both through the vote
and through a new impressive intensi'
fication of-labor and popular struggles.
It is the primary task of the Com'
munists to so function that the working

class shall be ablc successfully

to carry

out this function and to make good use

presented. in
of the "opportunity"
-iransform now
its own situation
order to
and the general state of things existing in our land.

"IDEAS

in Milton mosr commonly quoted is taken trom his
and-with spelling modernized-r"rdr rr follows:

The paragraph
pagitica,

FPTAS
authors'
I-et us begin with two brief sentences taken from quite
-yet difiarent
fighting
while
Ch.i.toph.i-Crud*tll, killed,
.a YgYth'
Or,. .o*.. f?om ,,Liberti,"
"docs seem to
Communist,
martyred.
th-is
fascism in Spain.
_wrote*
from a
*. th. *ori i*portr"i-.'f all generalized g_oods." The other comes
midst of
the
and
Brown,"|r',
iilt;i-i;.ti.rn'r.holrr,-nJpr,'S.
-appears-in
*d^f:'":j!t E!l!,?,:
;h;;ir ;;rafly an .*ii.-.ty valuable studv of 4ovo!1i
Press,
$6): "(-lommunrsm
(Yale
University
States
irrt TZa, in'the United
attemPts to destroy it."
and
freedom
denies
---i" fi* *1,tt normal Arirerican academic standards of scholarship--when one
-*ai""ty
precepts of documentation may be .ignored
writes of Communism

does ,rot t li us precisely where "Communism denies free-pr.f.r*r-Si"wn
the point, at^the motnent.- The.point is that the connot
is
that
f"i
ao*j;
tr"r,inn nature of these two statements vividly reflects the heart of contempor'
ia?"i.ei.al controversy; it indicates wi*r- what urgency one must Persist
"r,
in'examini-ing and re-examining the meaning of freedom'

tit
think, is an awareness of freedom as an historical.Process;
*"To-ni"g-i,itt i" t(e course of being achieved, and as. something, therefore,
"t *,rt # viewed within its time ind place and social context. Freedorn
ih"t
oresented as an abstraction is a fraud.
' W'. may illustrate this by considering some of the best known and most
frequently luoted writings bt tfr. three pre-eminent English-speaking libertariins: iohn Milton, Th-omas fefierson, and John S uart Mill. Surely, none
has been- more frequendy appealed to in justification of an abstract freedom
than these three. Air examination of the body of their writings, however---and
nor the culling of this or that sentence-will show that all three were batders
for the advanfement of human freedom in the concrete, in the course of their
own passionate participation in specific historic epochs and for specific historic
o.rrodr.r. While'these-refect the limitations of themselves and of the writings,
ih.v ,lro refloct their greatness, and made possible their greatness, their actual
.ontribotiorrr to the f6rward march of humanity-in real life, not in the ab-

I

stract.

t h an essay cntitled "Libercv," it his Srtldiu l" I Pyfg Caltue, rc-published
Furbi Stldiet,' in oae volume bv the Libcrty Book Club' New York City.
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Areo-

4rd fu"g!, all the winds of doctrine were ler loose to play upon the
earth, so Truth be in the field, we do iniuriously by liceniing
pr*
".rd who
hibiting to rnisdoubt her strength. Irt her and Falslhood gralple;
ever knew Truth put to th€ worse in a free and op.n e.r.ori.rtei?

FREEDOM AS AN HISTORICAL PROCESS

Imperative,

IN OUR TIME"

together

with hic

One is moved at once to query: when did Truth and Falsehood meet each
"in a free and open encounter"? Especially
where the matter under
-ood.r-war
exploitative and class{9b-a9e-yas_significant and the socio-political
dividedl But let us not pose tweritieth cenrury questioni for our seventeeth
century. giant. Let us rather look at him in his century and in his homeland
in this particular book-and see whar it is he means.
-and
The sentences just quoted come from page 5r-52 of the edition I have
used (Oxford University Press, 1894). The-worh itielt first printed in fi44,
was a contribution to the debates in an England in civil war. Milton was
an adherent of the Independents in that conflict, and they, batding for the
Truth, as they saw ir, persecuted Catholics; prohibited the- Episcopalian worpunishea anti-trinitarians; and burned -books held to be blasphemous.
{}p;
What, then, is the point of Milton's pamphlet subtitled "For the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printingt' and why does he
in the quoted passage, to be
"pp."r, If one knowl thJoccasion
urging freedom for "all the winds of doctiine"l
of the essay and the party of its author, it is possible to begin to answer this
question. Then, one needs but read on in Milton. For two pages after the
quotqd sentences, appears a paragraph not often quoted, but wilhout which
the first can be, as it often has been, utterly misunderstood. Here, again, is
Milton:

other

if

all cannot be of one mind, as who looks they should be, this
wholesome, more prudent, and more Christian: that
many may be tolerated rather than all compelled. I mean not tolerated
Pop.ry and open superstition, which as it extirpates all religions and
civil supremacies, so itself shonrld be extirpated, provided first that all
charitable and compassionate means be used to win and regain the weak
and misled; that also which is impious or evil absolutely either against
faith or manners no law can possibly permit, that intends nor to unlaw
itself; but those neighboring differcnces, or rather indifierences, are athat
I speaft of, whether in some point of doctrine or of discipline, which
though they may be mann yet need not interrupt the unity of Spirit, if we
could but find among us the bond of peace. In the meanwhile, if anyone would write, and bing his helplul hand. to the slow-moaing Reforfiation, which we labor under, if Truth have spoken to him before others,
or but seemed at least to speak, who has so bejesuited us that we should
trouble that man with asking license to do so uorthy a deed? (Italics
Yet

doubdess

added.)

is more
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The partisanship of Milton is perfealy clearl and- the extreme limitations
among 'the winds of doctrine" diat he wishes to "let loose" are also clear.
against feudalism and in favor od the
The idvance is present; the struggle
-Mitton
writes and brings out argumentation
Reformation, on Lehalf of which
urglng the enhancement of freedom-but not freedom in the abstract. Rather,
fridim in terms of the seventeenth century Protestant bourgeois revolutionary.
efiorts in England.
*
*
*
Frequently, Jefierson, too, is presented as the advocate of an abstracted
freedom. Thus, the distinguished- Justice William O. Douglas, in, his recent
splendid attack upon te".ti-on, The Right ol the Peopla (Doubleday, N. Y,
$+.oo), quotes Ie-fierson, "Truth is the proper and sufficient antagonist to
,irorl; ,.rd he i.r*r up his understanding of "the ]efiersonian faith," by de'
claring that it held thit if mankind weri "allowed unfettered liberty to._acknowledge and in the process even to wallow in trash, if they like,
"o*rri.t.
they will acquire Ihe wisdorn and ability to manage all of the perplexing and
teasing problims of each generation." Similarly, another quotation very often
from ]efierson runs this way: "If a_book be false in its facts, disprove
pr.r.rit.d
'them;
if false in its reasoning, refute it. But for God's sake, let us freely
hear both sides."
Queries immediately occur, once again, particularly in terms of experiences
gainid through living several generations after |efferson. For example: are
t"here but tw6 sides, 1nd are thcre no shadings of that which is tnre and
that which is false in many sides of all kinds of disputesl And again, notice
Iefferson's confident Age-of-Reason assumption that through "reasoning" and
the presentation of "faits" one could arrive at the "truth"-but,. what then?
maf is to say, does not |efferson assume that, having. so arrived, the debate
is closed and'on the basis of the ascertainment of truth, action in accordance
therewith necessarily followsl

It is necessaryr- again, if one is to grasp ]effersonianism, and gain what
light it may ofier to the problem of human freedom, to see it and its creator in
tlieir time--eighteenth and early nineteenth century America-in the throes of
bringing aborlt and maintaining a great bourgeois.democratic, - anti-colonial
r.volrtion. In doing this, one can better, more fully, understand the matter.
For example, does ii not help to know that the hand which wrote the Declaration of Independence also wiote advertisements for fugitive slaves I Does it not
help to understand the matter, to know that when the Declaration said all

meant men and not womenl And, that it meant some
me-n are created equal,
men but not all-for living then in the rebellious colonies were 65o,ooo slaves
and z5o,ooo indentured s€rvants and 3oo,ooo Indians and of this 4o percent
of the-total population, all the men, let alone the women, were excluded. from
considerations of equalitn as they were from any role in the exercise of "popu'

it

lar sovereignty."
This is not said in any spirit of muckraking, or of exposing the clay feet of
]cficrson, the idol. No man is to bc idolized; but if one were forced to select

IN OUR TIME''
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an idol among human beings, he could not do very much better than select
Thomas |efier-son. These tfings are said in a spiiit of insisting uPon lh.at
truth, to whose further exposition Jefierson devoted his life; they are said in
an eflort to get at the realiiy of the concept of human freedom, for the tealiza'
tion of which Jefierson did so much.
And when we speak this way, in terms of the realities of history, in terms
of the realities of the social ordlrs within which all of us live and all in the
past have lived, there remain other considerations relevant to |efierson's life
and beliefs to be observod. Thus, ]efierson was, of course, a foremost revolutionary leader, and had momentous political responsibilities in that capacityhe was, for example, a member of the Continental Congress and he was a
Governor of revolutionary Virginia.
Among those responsi-bilitiei, which ]efferson faced with all the Founding
Fathers, was that of iarrying the Revolution through successfully and of p'resgrv'
ing it after military success. In that regard, one of the critical problems before
thE revolutionary founders was the handling of counter-revolutionaries-the socalled Tories. There were, during the Revolution, perhaps 6oo,ooo to Too,ooo
people who were loyal to the King, and. of these many thousands were active
in isserting that loyalty. From them, the Revolutionists, including |efferson,
took away"the righi to vote or hold office; they were forbidden to teach or
to preach- or to piactice any profession. Those who were wealthy, found their
property confiscaied (withoui trial); many suffered serious physical harm;
ir'raiy *.r. jailed (wiihout trial) and served. Iong years of forced laborl some
*er..*u.rrted (inciuding some without trial); the presses oJ the Tories were
confiscatedl ovei roorooo-of them were forced into exile. And most of the disa'
bilities of the Tories persisted until six or seven years after the last shot had
been fired; some of thim, especially involving property, never were made -good.
Flere was a living questi;n of all kinds of lights, press, speech, assemblage,
sufirage, due procesi of law, etc.-and they- were deliberately denied scores
of thdusands of people for some twelve or thirteen years; but if t!'ere is one
word denouncingor-deprecating this in the writings of |efierson or Madison or
Monroe or Heniy or Washington, or the Adamseq this writer, after prolonged
searching, has fiiled to uncover it. Here was a concfete case where during
a bourgioi*democratic revolution, in order to extend the liberties of a large
numbei of people, heretofore opppressed and subjugate!,- f1.wa; n€cessary to
smash instit'utions-upholdirrg rrr.h- subiugation and to inhibit the liberties of
others.

One further instance out of the life and times of |efferson: All know
of the Alien and Sedition Acts passed in 1798 during fohn Adams' Administration in order to curb the political freedom of the (]efiersonian) Democratic'
Republican Party. It is worth observing,, in the first place, that |ohn Adams
*ri g.."t American Revolutionist, and that he had been one of the com'
" 6f three which participated in the drafting of the Declaration of Indemittee
pendence. It is stirring to [now that.it w_as-in large part the resistance to
'these
restraining acts wtricn fretpea elect |efferson President in r8oo. But,
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while it is true that under |efferson, the Alien and Sedition Acts were per
mitted to lapse as the abominations they were, it is also true that |efierson,

himself, was sorely troubled by the insistent and unprincipled attacks upon him
emanating from the Federalist press. The nature of these attacks may be indicated when it is stated that t-hey were more vicious and indecent than tl-re
assaults of the Hearst press upon the New Deal. But what is not sufrciently
known, and what is raiely quoted, is the fact that ]efierson, therefore, seriously
urged the use of the principle of government intervention to prevent these kinds

of written attacks. Thus, in r8o3, |efierson wrote
McKean of Pennsylvania, as follows:

to his friend, Governor

The federalists, having failed in destroying the freedom of the press
by their gag-law, seem to have attacked it in an opposite diroction; that
is by pushing its licentiousness and its lying to such a degree of prostitution as to deprive it of all credit. . . . This is a dangerous state of things,
and the press ought to be restored to its credibility if possible. The restraints provided by the laws of the States are sufficient for this, if
applied. And I have, therefore, long thought that a few prosecutions
of the most prominent ofienders would have a wholesome effect in restoring the integrity of the presses. Not a general prosecution, for that
would look like persecutionl but a selected one.

While seeking to indicate the substantial and real nature of the struggle
for human freedom, it is pertinent to note that during the Great French Revolution, in t7gr, one decree outlawed trade unions as "an attack upon lib
erty and upon the Declaration of the Rights of Man," while another made advocacy of a monarchy punishable by execution-thus, did the revolutionary
bourgeoisie deal a blow at each of its foes-the workers and the nobility.
Much the same considerations apply to the powerful writings

of

|ohn

Stuart Mill, especially his On Liberty, Considerations on Representatiue Goaerfiment, and-his most rigorous work, clearly indicating the advance over

lefr.erw-The Subiection of Women. These are, of course, classical arguments
for democratic rights, embodied in the immortal and much quoted line: ". . .
truth has no chance but in proportion as every side of it, every opinion which
embodies any fraction of the truth, not only find advocates, but is so advocated
as to be listened

to"

But again, placed in his time and place-mid-nineteenth century England,
and his class-upper middle-class, his father an official for the East India
Company, one is prepared for the rather severe limitations that Mill, in fact,
put around his concepts of liberty and representative government. lfe wrote
ln the midst of intensified political agitation, by the industrial bourgeoisie and
the working class, for the enlargement of their demo,cratic rights, and so the
questions with which he dealt had a particular relationship to specific burning
iisues. The particular problem of the time, as Gladstone remarked somewhat
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later, was to "get the working class within the pale of the constitution," i.e.,
work them in iowards particip"ation in political sovereignty without their transforming the basic status quo.
Milf opposed the secrei ballot; he opposed paying Members of Parliament
(for only-the well-to-do and those of independeni rneans are masters of their
own minds); he wanted only taxpayers to vote; an educational tes-t for voting;
all recipients of public aid barred-fiom the votel those in "higher" occupations
to have' a gre"tei number of votes-so that, the employ.er,- for example, would
have a moft numerous suffrage than the worker, etc.-Mill favored the limitation
of freedom of speech, in termi of what Holmes later called the "clear and present
danger," and the examples Mill himself gave demonstrate that the danger that
worii.d him was the danger to private property, Mill was an elitist, expressing

contempt for the "collectiie mediocrity"- of the people generally, and tribute to
the decisive influence of the "gifted One or Few."
Mill was a colonialist-a rather backward one, in fact, even for his timeand his Anglo-Saxon chauvinism is painful to read. He detested "the American
institution" alleging men's equality, and condemned socialism as contrary to
"human nature."
These are some of the fairly severe limitations of |ohn Stuart Mill, but
despite them all, he does produie works which, placed in their context' argue
foriefully and persuasively-for an expansion of existent freedoms-in England,
at that iime, for certain of its inhabitints-much of the logic of which, as with
Milton and Jefferson, have applications transcending their time and their origin.

*tt
This brings us, by a natural progression that parallels the course of human
history, and so thc development of real freedom, to ano her arrd a contemDorarv statement often used in the name of an abstract "freedom." I mean
idro tr"-torrg's famous call: "Let a hundred fowers blossom, and let a hundred

of tliought contend." This line occurs in. the midst of a prolonged
report* made to a Supreme State Conference held in February, ry57. _It is,
of-course, the speech of a Communist leader of a successful Socialis revolution,
in China, and so reflects dl the shadings and conditionings of this vast event.
schools

Of

course, Mao distinguishes between "fragrant fowers and poisonous

weedsr" and he very carefufly gives six criteria for the distinction. "Words and
actions can be iudged right," he says, if they r) uaite the various nationalities

of China and do not divide them; z) help, rather than harm, the process of Socialist building; 3) consolidate, rather than undermine, the "people's demo
cratic dictatorship-t;

4)

consolidate, rather than undermine, democratic central'

ism; s) strengt6en, rather than weaken, the leadership of the Communist
Partyi 6) assist, rather than retard, the building of international Socialist soli--;6* ,be Correo Hmdling ol Co*tadicrtons Among tbe Peoble (N* Century Publisher,
New York, 25 cend).

of unity of all peaceJoving peoples.
Disagreements that appear among the people colcerning these crrtena
may be argued and discussed; must be, in fact, for difterences and even conand'persuasion only is permitted or is saluir"di.tlot r T.rrorrg them will
"pp.".
people.
tary in such cases, among the
'Yet the criteria do .iirt, ,.ra ^tl.y do represent those basic considerations
which, in fact, guide the New china. They constitute the.reality of the Revolution, the subsiaice of it and from their aicomplishment there will. be no turning'back. In an analogous way, the destruciion of the-monarchy is of the
.rirr." of the French RJvolution and it is no a subiect for refutadion, so .far
as the accomplishment of that Revolution is concerned; so, too' our Constitu'
iion ;'grr"rrtrids" to each state a Republican form of government and this
fundariental result of our Revolution likewise is not zubiect to refutation;
r",-,*, ,rc ft iti.enth Amendment to our Constitution, bought with so much
Li;J;ir;6orJto settle, once fo1 all, the question of'the &istence of chattel
slavery ,rrd'it settles it by forbidding that- institution-the same institution
darity and the

sense

four billion dollars worth of
*fri.( rfrortty before the Amendment iepresented
^which-was.the
and the ownership of
aqst precious "right"
;;t; prcpefty,
the
[f 35o,olo ^rl"u'**t.tt, who, on the basis of that "right," had domjnated
CoiJ**.rrt. The question of chattel slavery, then, is setded,_so far as this
Republic is concernd, at this srage of its-development. So, too, at Potsdam, it was

asieed that the German people were free to form any parties, any organiza'
tflns they wished, and to'p,rblirh and argue for any views they desired, except
fascist, fir fascism, in all forms and guises and organizational institutions, was
io be extirpated, and this, too, according to the Treaty, was not to be a matter

for future negotiation.
In this coinection there is a perceprive

ii

quoted very rarely-perhaps because

in Mill's .Libffty which is
not argue for abstracting human

passage

does-

frcedom. Mill wrote:
As mankind improves, the number of doctrines which are no--longer

Ltrs well-b,eing
wttl-uEru5
all'u the
tlle increasel
urclcasc; and
oll the
De constantly
constanuy on
wrll be
doubteo will
disputed
drsputed or doubted
gravrty
ot
gravity
of the
and
number
the
by
measured
be
may
almost
mankind
of
truths which hive reached the point of being unconrested. The cessation, on one question after anotlier, of serious-controversy, is one of the
,r.".rr"r, inciflents of the consolidation oI opinion; a consolidation as
necessary
when
salutary in the casc of true opinions,
-But as it is dangergug and noxious

the opinions are
bounds

erroneous.

of the
in both senses of the term,

though this gradual narrowing

of diversity of opinion is

necessary

bcing at once inevitablc and indispensable, we are not therefore obliged
to cinclude that all its consequences will be beneficial.
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Mao also sharply differentiates berwcen what he calls- "the gcoqle" and thosc
as intagonists of the people, in terms of the freedoms that arc
both neEded and saluta"ry. Ffc says, in the cited work, that, "The term 'the pcople'
has difierent meaningj in difierent countrieg and in difierent historical pe-

he designates
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riods in each country." He then proceeds to elucidate this in terms of the
recent experiences in China---as during the period of the Japanese aggression,
the war of liberation, against the U.S.-backed Chiang Kai-shek, and in the

is being built.
Today, he adds, "all classes, strata and social groups that approve, support
and work for the cause of socialist constructior belong to the category of the
people"; ail others do not. And: "Where there is democracy for the bourgeoisie there can be no democracy for the proletariat and other working peopresent period when socialism

pde." Further:
What should our policy be toward non-Marxist ideas? As far as unmistakable counter-revolutionaries and wreckers of the socialist cause
are concerned, the matter is easy; we simply deprive them of their freedom of speech. But it is quite a difierent matter when we are faced
with incorrect ideas among the people. Will it do to ban such ideas
and give them no opportunity to express themselvesl Certainly not.

The American capitalist press-stalwart guardian of human freedom-had
a good time poking sly fun at Mao's selective definition of the "people." Ffow
convenient a rationalization this was for fearful tyranny, they said. And what
shall we say about thisl
When Mao stated that the definition of "the people," in terms of politics,
had varied with difierent eras and places, he was certainly correct. It is a
fact that in class-exploitative societies, People---often spelled with an uppercase "P"-rrere those of property, while the people, or, the inhabitants, the
masses, the general population, were all other human beings domiciled in the
area but more or less deprived of all rights and certainly of participation in
the exercise of political power. fust as today when one writes of the doings

of Society-with an upper{ase "S"-he has in mind the thin layer of scum
riding atop society and battening on it, so has there been heretofore in class

a similar distinction between people and People.
This is fundamental to Mill's own limitations on liberty. This is why he
repeatedly excludes from his category of people fit for freedom, those he calls
"ruder" or lacking "instruction" or divorced from "rational" capacities-incidentally, in one place, he ofiers as an example of such incapacitated peoplc the
Russian peasant! It is fundamental to the whole conception held by exploiters
as to the "prcor"-poor both in terms of being without wealth and also without
capacities-and therefore without wealth. It is organically related to the racist
concept, which, given enough stimulation by capitalism's greed, soon rationalizes the actual sub-humanity of the victimsl
This is why Swift, in his Thou:ghts on Vaious Subjects, held it to be axiomatic that "law in a free country is, or ought to be, the determination of the
maiority of those who have property in land," and Defoe, writing on The
Original Power ol the Collectiue Body of the People of England, made clear
that the possessors of property were "the proper owners of the country" and
societies
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that other inhabitants were "but soiourners, Iike lodgers in a house." Voltaire,
whose very name rings of the French Revolutio.n, and is synonymous with the
Age oI Rlason, *toti itt 1768: "As regands the.. people,- they will always be
stipid and barbarous. They'are oxen whi.h requrre a- Yo.k, a goad, and some
hay." This is Voltaire, noi Louis XIVI And obviously, here there are- important distinctions between the people--+xen-and People, such as Voltaire'
This usage recurs today, usually in ofi-guarded moments. Flere, for example, is thE Nazr., Yorft iierald Tribune (lvlay- 27, 1958), terribly .distressed
at ihe greetings Mr. Niion receivod from our Latin-American friends, stating
.ditorlrt-lyr "dr, ,.p."r.ntatives [abroad] see .far too much of each other, or a
limited circle of the rich, and far too little of the people."
This conception of the brutishness of the masses is important in explaining

^stuart
Mill reiects socialism as impossible because of "human
why a fohn
narure.,,- It is basic to the ;hinking of Robert Michels in his extremely influential volume, Political Parties: A Sociological Stady of the Oligarchical Ten'
dencies of hiodern Democracy, first published in r9r5 (available from The
Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois),' where the theme is that "democracy is inconceivable without organization" and organization is impossible- without oligarchy-hence, demolra.y is not realizablE. Not sufficiently noticed in this work,
is on. of its fundamenta[ postulates: "The incompetence of the masses is almost
universal throughout the domains of political life, and this constitutes the most
solid foundation of the power of the leaders."
kindt of elitist thinking, so po,tenr in the current
This is at rhe heart of
"ll
in the books of Walter Lippmann. It has
"New Conservatism"-for example,
American scholar, E. Digby. Baltzell, will
yot.rg
now
where
point
reached the
" ih. rirliti., of ylilg class power in the United
begin his usiful examination of
Sta-tes-selecting one city as a case study, Philade.lphia Gentlernen: The Mafting
ipper Cliss (The Free Prlss, $5.75)-with the sentence: ."Granted,
ail .omplex soiieties-arisiocratic, democratic, or totalitarian-are oligarchical
in that the few rule the manY."
Michels' postulate is false. There is not mass incompetencel_ there is mass

of a National

deprivarion and oppression and exploit_ation. The_ deprivation brings with it
d.grees of incomftience in n.c.ssaiy skills, but the lack is never so decisive
as-upper-class ideologies
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think. And this is not a vicious circle, with neither

end ntr beginning, for the exploitation comes 6rst and reared rilpon this comes
whatever iricompetence there may be. Eliminating the exploitation maftes _pos-'
sible the r.11lou-rl of the last remnants of such incompetence. Then, indeed,
rvill come and does come such a competence on such a mass scale and free to
work its way in a socially-favored environment, that f9r $e first. time man
moves out oi the realm oi necessity and into that of freedom. This is man
socially and collectively, not individually and competitively.

***
The bourgeoisie wants politics to be confined to struggles- among varied
propertied gtorps, not betw;en the propertied and the propertyless. A mirror
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of this desire is the constitution of the united states, wherein, among other
things, is the.aim to obscure fundamental class antagonism and io give"the ap
Pearance of the government as a balance wheel-impartial, accuraie, and just.
At the same time that the political grants made to tlie people as a whole sirve
as important mediums foq struggle, they also serve ro deflict the target of the
struggle into channels pickcd by the political represenrarives of the lropertied

groups.

fh9 . lourgeois- revolutionaries sense that rcal democracy requires a substantial lrtntity of interestl requires an end to classes. They'see that then will
come, basic unanimity. Madison, for example, writing to' ]efierson in
ry87,
said that if one had a society whose mernbeis Lad com"mon interests then '1t(e
decisons could only turn on.mere opinion concerning the good of the whole,"
and where the society was basically homogeneouJwithoit "a distinction of
property"-dhere "a pure republic" or "a simple democracy" would be possible.
But he found this then-with good historical reasons-illusory and so-he saw
the task as- one of protecting tLe inequality while maintaining the republican
form, i.e., he saw the solution as bourgeois-democracy.
In the Constitutional Convention, Madison put the matter very clearly:

In framing a
lose sight-.of

system which we wish to last for ages, we should not
changes which ages will produce. An increase of popunecessity increase the propolrion of those who will labor

-the

lation will of
under all the hardships of life, and seciedy sigh for a more equal distribution of its blessings. These may in time outnumber those who are
placed abole the feelings of indigence. According to the equal laws of
sufrrage, the power will slide into the hands of the former. I.Io agrarian
attempts have- yet been made in this country, but symptoms, of a liveling
spirit, as we have understood, have sufficiently appeared in certain quarters to give notice of the future danger.

Madison, returning to this question of questions in r83o, confessed that
its solution was beyond him: how ro have popular soveriignty and retain
an economic system in which a few possessed the means of production, Great

alterations in government would be necessary, he was sure, as population mounted

-he

thought r93o would be a turning point-and

"To thi

efiect of these
of the country
require for the task all the wisdom of the wisesi

changes, intellectual, moral, and social, the institutions and laws

must be adapted, and
1'ratriots."

it will

The turning point, r93o, suggested by Madison has come and gone, and
it much of the world has indeed changed; and the rest is in rh. p.o.es
of those_ changes. They have indeed required and will continue to require all
the wisdom-and courage-of which mankind is capable. But the new dawn is
hcre, and with its rise a new definiton of "the people" is on the agenda,
In our era that definition is infinitely wider-very much more democriticthnn was true when Milton or Voltaire or ]efferson or Madison or Mill wrote.
rvith
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And with the success of the agenda of our era-with the death of imperialism
and its replacement by socialism-there will no longer be any distinaion between "the people" and all of mankind.

I

or*, ,rr1",., ,Lo ,orr,. facets of the complex
with two quotations concerning not socialism in
the abstract, but socialism as it is being built in two of the largest nations on
earth. Both quotations come from non-Cbmmunists-for in the given circumstances, such a source may be more persuasive, One, dealing with the Soviet
IJnion, is from Harold |. Laski, the laie leader of the British Labour Party, and
appears in one of his las volumes, Liberty in the Modern Statc (N. Y., Viking
would like to close this

question

of human

freedom

1949 edition):

It

of the strategy of the enemies of freedom in part to
of the Soviet Union's makers, and in part to
declare that the price is too healy for the end. It is vital for those who
care for freedom to maintain a proper perspective in this matter. The
Soviet Union has been the pioneer of a new civilization. The conditions
upon which it began the task of its building were of a magnitude unexampled in our experience. Its leaders came to power in a country
accustomed only to bloody tyranny, racked and impoverished by unsuc;
cessful war. Its peoples were overwhelmingly illiterate and untrained in
the use of that industrial technology upon which the standards of modern civilization depend. Its task of construction was begun amidst civil
has been part

decry the accomplishment

war, intervention from without, famine and pestilence. For the first

renovation. They accomplished it, moreover, in such a fashion that,
years of the overthrow of the Czar, they were able to proceed to
the socialization of the productive system.
In the last decade, the achievements have been immense. The war has
been won, unemployment has been abolished; illiteracy has been conqueredl the growing productivity of the Soviet Union stands in startling
contrast to the deliberate orgarization of scarcity in the capitalist states.
In the treatment of criminals, in the scientific handling of backward
peoples, in the application of science to industry and agriculture, in the
conquest of racial prejudice, and in the provision of opportunity to
the individual-in the full sense the career opened to the talents-the
Soviet Union stands today in the forefront of civilization, It is, of course,
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thc unimpcded centurylong dcvelopment of the most progressive
capitalist states. The true comparison, of course, is with pre-revolutionary
Russia; and the gains, both material and spiritual, are immense. In
wagcs, hours of lator, conditions of sanitation and safety, industrial sccurity, and educational opportunity, the comparison is at every point
favorablc to the new regime.

years

The second, dealing with the Chinese People's Republic, comes from the
Thc Long March (World Publishers, New York, $Z.So), by
the di'stinguished French author, Simone de Beauvoir. So sympathetic, so informsd and so powerful is this work, that it has met the special venom of the
reviewers for thc Ncw Yorft Times, et.al. Writes Madame de Beauvoir, after
just-published

intensive first-hand study:
China's efiort and achievement strike me as admirable. . . . This time

it is a profound and authentic rcvolution China is undergoing. . . . China
is going forward. She has ceased living from day to day, from hand
to mouth, dreaming of a mythical Golden Age; she is oriented toward
the future and is driving toward it . . . man's well-being is, in China,
the ultimate measure of values . . . in treating the people with respect
rather than with contempt, the new regime has restored their human
dignity to six hundred million people, and what they have thereby gained
is other than merely "material". , . . Above all for the younger generation,
this new freedom is a very concrete reality . . . in this morning's early
light the prospect ahead is already visible; and it is limitless.

years

of the regime's existence the people lived quite literally in a state of siege.
. . . No doubt Lenin and his colleagues were responsible, in the first seven
years of the Revolution, for blunders, mistakes, even crimes, It is nevertheless true that, in those years, they accomplished a remarkable work of

TIME'

Everywhere

in the world, in their own ways and their own good timg

the

birth of freedom; they bring, too, peace to
is becoming their own.

the

peoples are bringing about a new

world-now that it

within ten

true that, judged by the standards of Great Britain and the United
States, its material levels of life are low; it has not rivalled in twenty

to bc no parallcl in history to thc driae for learning in
ol \nowlcdge, from rcading and writing to tlre abstruse sci,low in progress ia the Soaiet Union."
. . . Walter Duranty, in the New Yorft Times, Dec. r, r93r
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ON THE YUGOSLAV

0n the Draft Program of the
Communist League

of

Yugoslavia

International attention was focussed recently upon the Draft Program
of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia and the criticism to which

that Program was subjected by Communist Parties throughout the world.
The Yugoslav Program, published in Belgrade in March, makes up a
volume of. ry6 pages; it is manifesdy impossible to publish this or any
significant sections from it in this magazine. Interested readers will find
the whole of chapter three of this Program, dealing with international
relations, reprinted in English in the London magazrne,, World News
(M"y S). A fully developed critique of the entire Program, written by
P. Fedoseyev, I. Pomelov and V. Cheprakov, appeared in the April issue
ol The Communist, theoretical organ of the CPSU, and is given in full
English translation in the Canadian magazirrc., Marxist Reuieu (lune|uly issue). Below are printed the editorials on the question which appeared in the People's Daily (Peking), M"y 5; and in Prauda (Moscow),

May 9.-The Editor.

THE CHINESE EDITONAI
Today is the r4oth anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx, founder of
scientific communism. Since 1844, Marxism has been carrying on a persistent
struggle against all trends of reactionary bourgeois and petit bourgeois thought
and against all kinds of opportunist ideas among the ranks of the international
workers movement. Marxism has continually emerged victorious in the struggle,
for revolutionary practice has borne out its correctness.
It was in the course of the struggle in the age of imperialism and proletarian revolution that Lenin developed Marxism and carried it forward to a
new stage, the stage of Leninism,
Now the international workers' movement has placed before MarxismLeninism the new sacred task: to carry out irreconcilable struggle against modern revisionism or neo-Bernsteinism. This is a struggle between the two funda-

mentally difierent lines of Marxism-Leninism and anti-Marxism.kninism, a
great struggle involving the success or failure of the cause of the working
ilass of the world and the cause of socialism.
The recently closed seventh congress of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia adopted a "Draft Program of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia" which is an anti-Marxist-Leninist, out-and-out revisionist program.
To sum it up briefln in method of thinking, the draft program substitutes
5o
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sophistry for revolutionary materialistic dialectics. Politicalln it substitutes the
reactionary theory of the state standing above classes for the Marxist-kninist
theory of the state, and reactionary bourgeois nationalism for revolutionary
proletarian internationalism. In political economy, it takes up the cudgels for
monopoly capital and tries to obliterate the fundamental difierences between the
capitalist and Socialist systems,
The draft program openly forsakes the fundamental principles o{ Marxismf,eninism, sets itself against the declaration of the meeting of representatives
of the Communist and workers' parties of Socialist countries held in Moscow
last November, and at the same time repudiates the "Peace Manifesto" adopted
by the meeting of representatives of sixty-four Communist and workers' parties,
endorsed by the representatives of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
itself. The draft program brands all the basic principles of revolutionary
theory established by Marx and Engels and developed by Lenin and other
great Marxists as "dogmatism," and the leaders of the League of Comrnunists of
Yugoslavia style themselves "irreconcilable enemies of any dogmatism."
What are the most basic things in the "dogmatism" which the leaders of the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia have chosen to attack? They are prole-

tarian revolution and proletarian dictatorship. But it is conunon knowledge
that without proletarian revolution and proietarian dictatorship there .". 6"
no socialism. The draft program of the kague of Communists of Yugoslavia
concentrates its opposition on proletarian revolution and its attack on proletarian dictatorship, smears the Socialist state and the Socialist camp and beatifies
capitalism, the imperialist state and the imperialist camp. This cannot but give
rise to doubt about the "socialism" avowed by the leaders of the League of
Communists of Yugoslavia.
Speaking like the react;onaries of all courrtries and the Chinese bourgeois
Rightists, the leading group of the League of Cornmunists of Yugoslavia has
viciously slandered proletarian dictatorship, alleging that it "leads to bureaucratism, the ideology of statism, separation of the leading political forces from
the working masses, stagnation, the deformation of Socialist development, and
the sharpening of internal difierences and contradictions." They maliciously
slander the Socialist camp alleging that it also has a poliry of "positions of
negemony. They
strength and
strengm
ano struggle
srrugSre for
for hegemony."
Ior
I ney oescrlDe
describe tne
the two raorcally
radically difierent
politico-economic systems, the Socialist camp and the imperialist camp,
world politico-economic
as "division of the world into two antagonistic militarv-political btrocs." They
represent themselves as standing outside the "two blocs" of socialism and imperialism, or in a position beyond the blocs.
They hold that the U.S.-dominated United Nations can "bring about
greater and greater unification of the world," that economic cooperation of all
countries of the world, including the imperialist countries, is "an integral part of
the Socialist road to the development of world economy." They maintain
that "ttre swelling flow of state-capitalis tendencies in the capitalist world
is the most tangible proof that mankind is irrepressibly and by the most
diverse roads deeply entering into the epoch of socialism."
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Thcse propositions cannot but call to mind_ the revisionist p'rcaching.about
,,evolutioniry'socialism," "ultra-imperialismr" "organized capitalism" and "the
;;.fui *oiuinn of capitalism into socialism" made by Right-wing Socialists in

[t. t"t. "nineteJrth

..rrtory, and early twentieth ceotuf]r such as Bernstcin,
K""trt y, Hilferding and their ilk, which were inrended to inducc the working
class in'the variou"s capitalist countries to give up revolutionary struggle for
socialism and uphold bourgeois rule.

The present preachingi of the leaders of the I4ague of Communists of
y"go.t"ri" also harbor a" wild atrempt, namely, to induce the .working class
*a'oit.r working"Urpeople of various-countries to take the road of'surrender
speech delivered at Pula in November, 1956, Tito, Ieader
ro caoitalism. tn
of ,tii L."goe of Communists of Yugoslavia,_ said: "What is actually involved
is whether"the new trend will trium'ph in the Communist parties-the trend
_

which really began in Yugoslavia." He .also said: "It- is a question {row
whether this couise will be lrictorious or whether the Stalinist course will prevail alain. Yugoslavia must not concentrate on herself, she must work in all
directi]ons." Thise statements fully betray ttreir true ambition.
It is by no means accidental tLat the-draft program of the 6agle of Communists oi Yugoslavia has appeared at the present time. Since the Great October Socialist fevolution, the'international Gmmunist movement has achieved
a ,eri., of great histoiic victories, the Socialist system has been successfully
a population of 9oo million .and more, and the ggner-al crisis of
,.t up
".rrorr!
t i'r gioity
.apitilir*

extended with _the {nperialist countries headed. by the
Unitea States eiperiencing a new and profound_ p-eriodic economic crisisTherefore, thi imperia"lists led by thi United States are stepping .up their
sabotage of the international Communist movement-. The bourgeoisie has been
resortiiE to two methods to undermine the workers' movement-suppression by
brute fJrce and deceit. In the present new international situation, when the re'
visionist harangues of the Righi-wing Socialists are daily losing their pa'?lyzingefiect on the riorking class ind the-laboring masses, the program_ put forward
bv the Yugoslav reviiionists fits in exactly with what the imperialists, and particularly thi American imperialists need.-In his speech "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the Peo,
ple," C-omride Mao Tse-tung said:
Revisionism, or rightist oPPortunism, is a bourgeois trend of thought
which is even more dangerous than doctrinairism' The revisionists, or
Right opportunists, pay lip scrvice to Marxism and also attack doctrinairfsm. Iiut the reaf targets of their attack are actually the most fundamental elements of Marxism.

Now facts havc proven that this thcsis of Comrade Mao Tse-tung answers
not only to the situation in China, but also to the international situation.
The-declaration of the meeting of representatives of the Communist and

workers' parties of Socialist countries says:
ThC main danger at prescnt is revisionism or, in other words, Right-
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wing opportunism, which as a manifcstation oJ bourg-eois ideology para'
lyz.i the ,evolutionary energy of thc working class and dcmands thc preservation

It

or

restoration

points out

with

of

capitalism.

special cmphasis:

Modern revisionism seeks to smear the great teaching of MarxismLeninism, declares that it is outmoded and alleges that it has lost its significance for social pncgress. The revisioni$ _tty to exorcize the revolu'
tionary spirit of Mirxiim, to undermine faith'in socialism among the

working class and the working people in general.
ffrJy a."y the historical n.ieitity for a proletarian revolution and the
dictatorship Ll A" proletariat duiing the period of transition from
^
capitalism to socialism, deny the leading role of the Marxist-kninist
p"'.ty, ..1..t the principles of proletarian internationalism, a_nd _call for
of party organization and, above all
G;,i."'of the L'eninist principles
of democratic centralism,- and for transforming the communist Party

from a militant revolutionary organization into some kind of debating
society.

The declaration clearlv portrays the features of the modern revisionists who
show themselves in the iontents-of the draft program of the League of Com'
munists of Yugoslavia.
criticism m-ust be \Maged
It is quite 6buioor that open and uncompromising
-and
revisionist views
oui-and-out
of
anti-Marxist-Leninist
asainst tLe series
in the draft program
*of of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia.
"."r.mbl.d
If theoretical criticism th. revisionism of Bernstein and Kautsky and
their ilk by the Marxiss of the late nineteenth and early twentieth. centuries
was inevitable, then it is even more necessary now for us to criticize neoBcrnsteinism.
This is because modern revisionism

is

propounded as

a

comprehensive

of a party.that wields .state power.
ii 1 '"fr" becairse"modern revisionism is aimed it splitting the international
Communist movement and undermining the solidarity of the Socialist counand systematic program by the leading group

t.i*, ""a is directly detrimental to the lundamental interests of the Yugoslav
oeoole.
'--iV; consider as basically correct the criticism made in ]une, 1948, by the

"Concerning the
Information
-Si*rii"" Bureau of Communist Parties in its resolution
in the Communist Party of Yugoslavia" in regard -to q9 mistake
of the Yueoslav Communist Party in departing from the principles of Marxism'

but there were defects and
l*"irir*'r"d sinking into bour'geois nationalism;
the Information Bureau in
by
time
at
that
adopted
mirt"k.r in the metfiod
adopted by
J;;ttd with this question. The resolution concerning Yugoslavia.
and
it
was later
was
incorrect
1949,
,h" trr'for-r,ion Bureau in November,
i"i nair*" by the Communist and workers' parties which took part in the
lnformation Bureau meeting.

sr
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ON THE YUGOSLAV pRocRAM

. Since.r954, the Soviet Union and other counrries of the Socialist camp have
done their utmost and taken various measures to improve their relationi with
Y-ugoslavia. This has been fully correct and necessary. The communist parties
of various countries have adopted an attitude of 'waiting patiently, hoping
that the leaders of the r,eague of communists of Yugos'iavia would reit'{r]
to the Marxist-Leninist standpoint in the interest of adh&ence by the Yugosliv
people to the road of socialism.
_ Ffowever, the leading group of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia
has spurned the well-intEntioned efforts made by the central committeJ of the
oommunist Party of the Soivet Union and the communists of other €ountries,
Around the time of the Hungarian event, they tried to disrup the unity of
countries in the socialist camp on the pretext oi so-called "opposition to staiinism"l.during the Hungarian ev€nr, thiy supported the renegade Nagy clique;
and, in their recent congress, they have gone further and put forwird a iystematic and comprehensive ievisionist program.
The leaders of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia should think
soberly: Will the League of Cornmunists of Yugoslavia be able to maintain
its solidarity with the Communist parries of orher countries by abandoning
the fundamental viewpoints of Marxism-Leninism and persisting'in revisionii
viewpointsl Can there be a basis for solidarity without a .o*mon MarxistLeninist viewpointl Will it be in the interesrs of the Yugoslav people ro reject
friendship with the countries in the socialist camp and with th.- .o*munirt
parties of other countriesl
We deem it absolutely ne€essary to distinguish between right and wrong o1r
vital questions in the international workers' movement. Ai knin saidl "A
policy based on principle is the only correct policy." The world is now at a new
historic turning point with the East wind prevailing over the West wind.
The
between the Marxist line and the revisionist line is nothing but
-struggle
a reflection
of the sharpening struggle between the rising class forces anE the
moribund class forces in society, a reflection of the shirpening struggle between the imperialist world and the socialist world.
- It is impossible for any Marxist-Leninist to escape this struggle. Historical
developments will testify ever more clearly to the great significance of this
struggle for the international Communist movement,
THE SOVIET EDITORIAL
Our times, the epoch of the historic victories of the world Socialist system,
are characterized by the growing unity and solidarity of the internitional
Communist movement and the strengthening friendship of the peoples, of the
Socialist countries.

The Communist and workers' parties regard themselves as a component
part of the. great international Communist movement and display lively interest
in the work and experience of each of the fraternal parties. Hence the seventh
congress

of the Lrague of

C.ommunists

of Yugoslavia in April,

which

dis-

5j

a question_ so important as the party's program, also comrnanded the
of the Communisr and workeri' -communists
parties. dr+
prograqr
of
the
kague
of
brought forrh serious
fh:
criticisms from the communist and workers' parties of mani countries. Staternents by the central committees of the cornmunist and *oiL.rs' parties of a
number of countries pointed out that many of the theories contained in the
cussed

attention

draft program of the League of communists contradicted the fundamental
principles of Marxism-Lrninism and actually constituted a revision of Marxism-

Leninism.

. They applied particularly to the description,and appraisar of such vital questions as.the.present interrrational situaiion, the two-world systems and'two
carnps, the significance of the building of socialism in the USSR and other
countries, the principles of proletarian internationalism and the mutual relations
between the socialist countries and between thc fraternal communist parties.

The draft program of the. Yug. oslav League of Communists had the apof a document opposing the declaration of the confer-ence of Communist and workers' parties of the socialist countries which was approved by all

I)earance

the fraternal C,ommunist parties.
Because of this the draft program proved a documenr directed toward weak

cning rather than strengthening the unity of the Con-rmunist and workers'
parties, toward weakening the unity of the Socialist counrries. The fraternal
communist parties hoped that, their comradely remarks on rhe draft program
would be aocepted - by their Yugoslav comrades in the right light. Fioulver.

at the

,congress

of

the . Yugoslav League

of

cbmmunists, Yugoslav leaders

with irritation and refused to have anything to do
with them, without going into a discussion of the essence of the matter.
The materials of the congress of the Yugoslav kague of Communists
showed that the incorrect theses of_ the draft program were- developed in detail
and defended by the congress speakers and certain of the o hers who took the
floor. such speecheg require criticism and a decisive rebufi. It is impossible to
ignore the appraisal of the international situation given at the congriss. which
was wrong in principle, and the distorted estimate of the reasons for the interspoke about these remarks

national tension.
The report by Tito, the General Secretary of the Yugoslav League of Comrnunists, propounded the idea that the policy of t}re great powels after the
Second world war was b_ased on th9 principle of strength and not on the right
of all nations to decide their own destinies. According to Tito, an examplJof
this foreign policy was the many years of Stalin's pressure on Yugoslavia. It
cmerges from that statement that the leaders of the Yugoslav Unio,n of Comrnunists placed the US|R on the same level as the imperialist powers. Crudely
rlistorting the facts of history, they ascribed a policy of strength ro the USSR.
The whole world knows that the USSR waged a steadfast and persisrent
struggle for a democratic path of development-against the resurgence oT fascism
socialism. To _ declare that .Soviet policy in the first po,st-war years
was characterized by a desire to win domination over other nationi, as was donc

lnd for
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speeches at the Congress of the Yugoslav I-eaguc of Communists, mercly
means iepeating the inventions of imperialist propaganda about a so-called
Soviet empire surrounding itself with satellites.
This aitempt to whitewash the imperialist powers was most clearly evident
in the allegation that the policy of the USSR was the main reason for the es.
tablishment of the Adantic Pact.
The distortion of the real reasons for the formation of the North Adantic
alliance is actually nothing more or less than a iustification of U.S. imperialism,
which set up this aggressive war bloc as its principal weapon in trying to
achieve world domination.
The circumstance must be noted that in their analysis of the international
situation the speakers at the congress ignored the indisputable fact that a fierce
struggle is now being waged between the imperialist forces of war and the
forces of peace in which the Socialist countries are in the vanguard.
The lelders of the Yugoslav League of Communists do not agree with the
characterization generally recognized by the Communists of all countries of a
world divided today into two opposing camps-socialism and imperialism.
They declare that Yugoslavia is outside these camPs. But the division of
the world into two camps did not occur at the whim of any persons or parties.
The Socialist and imperialist camps are a reflection of the indisputable fact
that there are in the world today not one but two sociai and economic systems.
Two economic systems exist and will continue to exist for a long time to come.
The goal now is to establish peaceful economic coexistence between the two systems, to normalize the economic relations between the world of socialism and
the world of capitalism,
The problern of the mutual relations between the Socialist countries, and the
C,ommunist and workers' parties at their head, is of key significance for the
development of socialism and communism. This is a new problem. It arose
only after the Second World War with the appearance on the international
arena alongside the USSR of the other Socialist countries of Europe and Asia.
The Socialist countries built their mutual relations on principles of full equality,
respect for territorial integrity, state independence and sovereignty and noninterference in one another's internal affairs.
These are important principles. They do not, however, exhaust the entire
essence of the relations between the Socialist countries.
Fraternal mutual assistance is an inalienable part of these mutual relations. The Socialist states are united in a single community by their common interests and goals, in their efiorts for the victory of socialism and communism. The emergence of socialism beyond the bounds of a single country
its conversion into a world social and economic system, the formation and consolidation of the camp of Socialist countries-this is the main thing which de6nes the international development characterizing the present epoch.
IJnder present circumstances, when a new Socialisr society already unites
more than one-third of humanity, the build-up of practical and theoretical coop
eration between the Socialist countries becomes a vital necessity. Yet the line

in the
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followd in the speeches at the congress of the League of communists is to
substantiate thc separate individuality of the Socialist iountries and to set them
ofl in opposition to one another. Now that there are not one but many Socialist
countries, it is impossible to build socialism and communism individually, one
by

one.

- Evep Socialist.country,-n9 matter lory big or small it may be, is currently
in need of the assistance of the other Socialist countries and tlre entire international working class movement. The very existence of every country as a Socialist country and its successfrrl advance ii possible only thanks to thl existence
of the socialir! ."r."p and thanks to the faCt that it is- possible to find support
in the economic might and political unity of this camp. The main speakers, ^and
ggrtaiq others, at the congress spoke with gratitude and appreciition oi the
United States aid to Yugoslavia
When reading these speeches kowtowing to the U.S. ruling circles, one is
grompte_d to ask: Why is Yugoslavia in_such favor with the U.S. monopolistsl
Every Communist is justified in wondering why the U.S. imperialiits, the
worst enemies of socialism, _consider it profitable to themselves to h.lp yugo
slavia. For what servicesi Is it not because the Yugoslav leaders ,ri tryirrg
to weaken the unity of the international cornmunist and working class movementl Everyone knows that U.S. aid to any country is not unsel=fish.
It entails one or another form of economic and political dependence. under
the guise of this aid th9 U.s. monopolies ship to tlie recipienf countries goods
that find no market elsewhere. Such assistance from ihe U.S. monolotes
does- not- promote a-_development of the recipients national economy. ht a
result of this so-called disinterested aid from. the U.S. imperialisls yugoslavia's- general state debt abroad has reached the stupendous-figure of m6re
than $8oo,ooo,ooo. As for Soviet-Yugoslav economic tiel, they are-based on an

other foundation.
_ The,report made to the Yugoslav congress listed the major agreements concluded between the two countries in recenr years. These werJprimarily the
-$rro,ooo,oool
a{Jreements to build industrial enterprises in Yugoslavia costing
then the agreement for a commodity credit wnrth $54,ooo,ooo from the Soviei
Union to Yugoslavia.. Mention was also made-of the $3o,ooo,ooo loan in gold
or foreign curren€y, the special agreement for the construction cf an alumiium
plant, fertilizer factory and so on.
Even this brief list shows the basic difierence in principle between so-called
U.S. aid and the econornic -relations linking the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia.
While U.S. aid aims at subjugating the recipient countries, the Soviei Union
tries to really help the other Socialist and economically underdeveloped countries
to strengthen and develop their economy and to industlialize.
Yet the framers of the draft program of the Yugoslav League of Communists
flagrandy distorted the nature of the relations linking the socialist countries,
accused them in an unfriendly and even ilanderous way of a desire for hegemony.

They claimcd that

in the initial

phases

of the

development

of

socialism in

H
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individual nations or states there exists a possibility of utilizing econonric
cxploitation of other countries in one form or another.
Do certain persons in Yugoslavia feel that this tendency tolvard exploitation
also exists in the economic relations between the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia?
If so, it would be possible to free Yugoslavia frorn such exploitation. We are
not imposing anything on anybody-neither our state structure, nor our forms
of public life, nor our ideology. The Soviet Union does no impose its friendship
or economic assistance on anyone.
The Yugoslav leaders think that existing ideological difierences should not
cause a worsening of state relations between llugoslavia and the Socialist coun-

tries. But a simple repetition of this platitude is insufrcient, as experience
shows. It is impossible not to see that ideological difierences deepen if ihey are
not eliminated. Naturally this leads to differences on political issues.
The Soviet Union and its Communist Party have energerically advanced
along the line of eliminating all injustices anC mistakes made in the past with
regards to Yugoslavia.
But it must be bluntly stated that Yugoslavia, in 1948 and the following

of a nationalistic nature and departed from the principlei
of Marxism-kninism on a number of major issues.
The Yugoslav League of Communists and the draft program clearly show

years, made mistakes

that the Yugoslav leaders continue to adhere to their positions, which contradict
the principles of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism. The
untenability of tle positions held by the leadership of the Yugoslav League of
Communists and their violation of the principles of interparty relations, as well
as the principles of proletarian internationalism, were forcefully manifested in
their incorrect attitude toward criticism on questions of principle.
In response to comradely criticism of shortcomings and mistakes in the draft
program, there came a shower of ridiculous accusations of interference in Yugoslavia's domestic afiairs.
There must be complete clarity on the major issue. How can one accuse
other Communist parties of aspiring to interfere in Yugoslavia's internal aflairs
if the Central Committee of the League of Communists itself sent its draft
program to all the fraternal partiesl What was that done forl Apparently
it was done so that they could give their opinions about the draft.
When these opinions were voiced, however, the most unceremonious attacks
began against the fraternal parties.
The most important question for each C,r:mmunist or workers' party in the
present conditions is its attitude to the whole Communist movement on a

world scale.
The slightest deviation from the principles of Marxism-Leninism, any rnanifestarion of separateness or sectarianism, inevitably leads to the quagmire of revisionism. The great invincible vital force of the Communist movement
throughout the globe, of the Socialist world, consists in their unity and solidarity based on the principles of Marxism-Leninism.

Book Review
AMERICAN FARM COOPERATIVES
Cooperation; selected Readings, edited by M. A. Abrahamsen and
Agricultural
- C. L. Scroggs
(University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis), 576 pages.
$2.5o.

THrs vor.urvm sHouLD be welcomed by those interested in agrarian development,
Its value lies in the breadth of subject matter covered in some 5o articles by 49
authors.

The cooperative movement in the U.S. exists almost exclusively among
farmers. Faim cooperative business amounted to $g.7 billion in ry54-55, in'
cluding $7.+ billion- for farm products marketed, over $z billion for supplies
sold to farmers, and almost $zoo million for various cooperatively-organized
services.*

This business was carried on through 9,887 marketing, farm supply and
service cooperatives. These embraced 7.6 million memberships, roughly
2.5 memberships for each of the 3 million farmers estimated to be members

of such associations. Membership expanded from 65r,ooo in r9r5 to 3,roo,ooo
in rgzg-3o, and to 7,535,ooo in ry54-55.**
Slighdy less than two-thirds of the associations are marketing cooPeratives
with 4.2 million memberships; while slighdy more than one-third are farm
supply co.ops with 3.3 million memberships. The 'balance are miscellaneous
service aisociations.

Over 76 percent ($7.a billion) of the gross volume of cooperative business
is accounted for by the sales of farm products for farmers, and almost 2r percent
($z billion) by farm supplies purchased by farmers.
The growth of the farmer cooperative movement has apparently only kept

pace. with the volume. of farm business. About one-fifth of the farm products
moving into commercial channels are handled (as of r95r) at one or more

stages

by the cooperatives. This represented only a slight increase over

the

proportion handled during the preceding decade. The proportion of farm
supply purchases handled by cooperatives rose somewhat more than in the case
of marketing associations, but only to about 16 to 18 percent of the total.
There have been two main trends in the cooperative movement in the
capitalist world. One has refected elemental opposition to capitalism as a sysTTt

. statistical data in this section are taken mainly fuom Statistics of Farmq cooptrariaet,
1954-55, by Anne L. Gessner ( Farmer Cmperative Senice, U.S. Department of Agriolture, June
Thev supersede the 7953-54 data given in Abrahmsen and Scroggs, pp, 45-55.
1957).
** ltrfembership
growth for the period 1949-50 to L954-r5, the latest period for which data
tre available, was primarily among the farm supply cooperatives which expanded bv 800,000 (33

percent) while markming associations expanded by 138,000
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(3 percent).

(Gexsner,

pp. 10, 70.)
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:tem"- The othcr rcprcscnts an atternpt to survive under that system. The first
trcnd is. generally d-esaibc! as "reformist"; its social oudook, in its most pronounced form, has bcen the coopcrative commonwealth.

. TEr. ideology is thoroughly alien to, and plays an insignificant role in,
the afiairs of the cooperative movement in the United states.* The outlook oi
thc leaders of American cooperation has been aptly described as a "business

.attitude."*

There are pejgons yh9, in the face of "cooperation American style,, seek
to salvage somg$ing of the historic social aspiralions of rhe movement. Thus,
it has been said, almosr despairingly, that tlie cooperarives "are and must be
pgre $an- business org.anizations. They must be iocial organizations." similarly, the farm cooperative combines "humanitarianism with lusiness obiectives,,
in .the interest of agriculture, a "balanced national economy" and 'trational
welfare."

The dominant conviction in cooperative circles is, however, that the move{nent is, and must be, capitalistic in nature. In this view the 'ieconomic nature
of cooperative business activity . . . clearly reveals" that the attribution of social
purpose to the cooperatives is "inaccurate or irreievant."
The cooperatives are viewed as "purely capitalistic instrumentsr" as business
,organizations which are "part and parcel of our capitalistic system.',
The
cooperativesr_ it is held, were "not created to reform ,o.ii.ty o, to achieve their
,9nds. {.uo3sh revolutionary procedures" but to operate 'within the laws of
[capitalist] economics instead of trying to subvert them.,,
America's rural cooperatives are,-on the one hand, a combine of producers
, are, for
who

in
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the most part,. petty entrepreneurs. This is r..t, *oit clearly
the local marketing. associaiion- or coo-perative store. on the oth., h"rrd,

coop_eratives are
head

big business, or pretty big Eusiness. This is evident in the over-

run through the till.
This divergence is widely recognized.,- albeii in back-handed fashion. Thus,
some people insist that the cooperitive "is not an end in itself,, but the means
to "ga.i1 or profit-to the patron." This theory is refuted by the fact that a
normal function of a cooperative is, as we shail see below, tL plow back pari
.organizations where millions

of its

It

surplus as capital.-

is .argued .also, that the cooperative- is not a separate entity, but is
part of the individual business of iti members. By this'theory .oop.r"tir.
of roo or -r,ooo members is an- agglomeration of_ roo, o, ,,oool [rir__*r.o
"
lf
its physical reality is a grain elev-alor, or a retail store, or'a .Ltio" gi". rn.
.contention that the cooperative is not a s€parate
.,does
not appear to
_entity,
co.incide with reality" in the words of a critic. It does.rot.oin.iJe,-rp.Jia..uy,
with the existence of widespread competition bctween c@peratives in'a[ field's,
to cite but one instancc.
The. argument that the cooperative association "does not pursue an
^
economic career of its
own, indcpcndent of the economic careers,, of its farmer
t arr

quotation, unles stated otherwise, are from the Abrahamsen-scroggs
vorme.
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mcmbers, is advanccd to prove that thc coopcrativc difiers fundamcntally from
capital+rcati"g and capital-ab,sorbing business enterpriscs.
In contrast to those writers and cooperators who contcnd that the coopcrative is more than a business cntc4rise, with humaniarian or social attributcs
and objectives, there developed in the U.S. a "cooperative unit . . . which crics
down the Rochdale principles and exalts the new 'cooperation American srylcr'
along lines of big busincs bargining clf,ciency and ruthlessnessr" and which
represents . a "tendency for infusion of predatory idcas" into the cooperative
field.
It would bc wrong I bclievg to see&, the source of f'predatory infusion'n
or "big business ruthlessness" in the cooperating farmers. Not that these characteristics do not exist-among the big farmers who are often foremost in the

marketing cooperatives. The source lies elsewhere-in the environment in
which the cooperative must function---a capitalistic, monopolistic environment
in which the way of life is "root, hog, or die!"
Through their whole history, the farmers in the United States have funnelled their produce into a narrowly controlled market, and have purchased
their supplies in a constricted market. From the beginning there was the elernentary contradiction bet$rccn urban markets and rural production. With

the growth of large industry, this elementary contradiction developed
into the contradiction between petty, rural production and Big Business which
clominates both thc markets for farm products and the sour@s of the com-

modities the farmers purchase.*
The farmers have attempted to protect themselves against the ever more
intense pressure of monopoly by establishing, in the non-production phascs
of their business, a cornmon front against the enemy.
The batde ground has shifted over the years. At one extreme has been the
attempt to establish effective control over individual products. The greatest
exponent of this view was Aaron Shapiro, the cooperative evangelist of the
early 'zo's. At the other extreme is the modest role assigned the cooperatives
by those who see the associations as only a "yandstick" to measure capitalist
performance and to impel capitalist improvcments; or as a "balance wheel"
to keep capitalist greed within bounds; or as a "competitive pa.cemaker" or
"pilot plant."
The coopcratives are, in the first place, business organizations, operating
in a situation which is dominated by monopoly and whose tendency is further
concentration. To establish firmer bulwarks against monopoly pressure the
cooperatives have formed larger units through horizontal or vertical integration.
Horizontal integration involves absorption of, or absorption by, or merger with,
another cooperative enterprise on the same step of the market ladder. Cbnsolidation of two cooperative stores, or gas stations, or grain elcvators, or ship
r "Thc proccssing and distribution of farm producu and supplies has grown into bie busiaescrnd that busiaess is of,ten concmtmted inm a fm firm. . . . In the industric mmufamuinq frm
rupplics, thc concentmtion is *en gratcr than for the prcduct-proessing iadustrics" (wl ,SZ15r\.
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ping associations represents horizontal integration. The purchase by a group
Lf foop.r"tive gas stations of a supply depot, or a refinery, or railroad tank
."rr, ,ipr.r.nts veftical integration. The establishment of retail stores or delivery systems by a dairy Cooperative, likewise represents. vertical integation.
Hori2ontal and vertiial iniegration stimulate each other. An enterprise
that has expanded horizontally is impelled; in the attempt_to cut costs, toward
vertical integration-either forward to the consumers or backward to the sources
of supply. Similarly, the vertical integration which results in the acquisition
," fii refinery by " grorp of retail gas stations stimulates the icquisition
"f
to utilize the refinery's capacity to the utmost, that
of additional retiil outleti
is,' at the lowest cost of production.
This trend is not peculiar to cooperatives.

It is, rather, the path along
which consolidation an^d concentration develop in capitalist enterprises. The
"principle of expanding operations through horizontal, vertical and compleintegration hai bien

a

leading principle

of

successful

-coo.pefatives."
-.ot"ry
Furthei conce"ntration is inevitable, somJ competint observers hold. "The trend
toward more integration, both horizontal and vertical, is irresistible among
cooperatives as lon-g as our economy is largely dominated by large-scale industriai organizationsj-' for "only by integration can- cooperatives ofler eflective
€ompetir"ion to powerlul integrated non-cooperative firms." There will be further
integration ,*r.g organizatlons that are fhemselves the result of consolidation
or cloncentration. "'W; may . . . expect some degree of merger among existing
federations or centralized issociations," "eventually . . . the outright merger of
€ompeting cooperatives which perform similar services in the same general
atea,"

The dominant writers on the cooperative movement, and the upPer echeof its ofEcials, see further expansion and consolidation rs necessary and
.desirable. There are some, howevir, to whcm the desirability of this course
is not manifest, who question whether the "establishment of new departments
or of new enterprises is in the interests of our rural economyr". and who suggest that this divelopment may be a move "on the part of management to
Ioster vested interests." It has been charged, further, by some, that many asso'
ciations have become "feeders or servants" of the "powerful industrial corporations." A critical examination of the movement from this viewpoint should
lons

be undertaken.

Some cooperative leaders feel that "if adherence to cooperative principles
limits volume, the cooperative principles are unsound and must be revamped."
One leader, of a difierent mind, has said: "Many purchasing associations are losing their souls in fighting to grow big."
It is over-simplifiJd to ionclude, however, that the cause lies in the "empha'

sis on bigner, ,i ,r end in itself." The cause is the emphasis,, in lit, no in
words, that the coop€rative must expand---or die. It is capitalism which pro
vides the "emphasis."

The "irresistible" trend toward bignes exPresses itself not only in horizontal and vertical integration but in the growth of the capital in each enter-
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prise. Lack of capital and too small a capital structure are "maior problems
of many farmer cooperatives today.";t
The neEd for additional capital arises from:
r. The expansion of credit operations. Marketing associations cannot always make their sales on a cash basis. Similarly, farm supply associations
are increasingly selling on credit. (Cash transaction has been a principle of co
operative operation dating back to the Rochdale pioneers.)
z The necessity of carrying a much wider and heavier inventory
pete with private enterprises.

3. The longer turnover that

results from the development

of

to

com-

vertical in-

tegration.

Vertical integration increases the amount of capital required in proportion
to the volume od farm products sold. "The more stages through which products
are followed to market, the longer will be the time between delivery of products
by the farmer and the receipt of the returns. More capital will be required to
finance these products over the lengthening market interval," Vertical integration in farm supply distribution has similar consequences.
In recent years all of these causes have been aggravated by the rising price
level, making an even larger volume of capital necessary.
What are the sources of additional capital for U.S. cooperatives todayl
The farmers? But the farmers need capital for their farming operations.
There is an intense pressure on them already to increase, as the price of survival,
the size and efficiency of their farming operations.
Members of a cooperative contribute to the association's capital either
through purchase of (r) some form of equity (stock or other security) in the
organization or (z) from balances which accrue to them as patrons of the
cooperative. The second source includes either (a) deductions made from the
proceeds of marketed farm products or (b) refunds from savings attained in

the cooperative's operations.
The capital which has been contributed by the members of the cooperatives
(voluntarily or without their knowledge) through direct investment or through
withholding of patronage dividends from them, have not been sufficient to provide the caiptal required. This produces considerable dependence upon the
banks.

The efiective repudiation of the commonwealth objectives that once were
with the cooperative movement has been accompanied by run-of-themill propaganda for capitalism. One educator says, for example, that "co.
operative ideas" arose as a "method by which independent farmers could work
toward taking their rightful place in a free-enterprise economy." This is not
true. The pervasive factor in the development of the cooperatives in the U.S.
has not been accommodation to a "free-enterprise economy" but the threat
posed by the growth of monopoly in industry, transport, retail distribution,

associated
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6nance, and the like. Thc coopcrativc movcment has in this sensc bcca
"anti-monopoly" ia origin.
Some latter-day theoreticians have sought to cnroll the coopcrative move-

ment in the cold war. It has been extolled as a defender of the "free enterprise"
system against a competing system; as a "rival and partner of commercial
business in the American system of free enterprise"l its obligation, it is said, is to
provide "maximum usefulness . . . to the American capitalistic economy."
Others recommcnd that the "cooperative purchasing associations should
be pace-setters in promoting" Eric )ohnson's "progressive cooperative capitalism"l for if "capitalism doesn't correct its abuses, it will commit suicide is an
economic system."
This rescue otrrration would

puts

it-that

not be difficult if it were true-as one writer
monopoly, rather than being the dominant characteristic of our

econorny, were only an "imperfection" in it.
One comes upon the recommendation to "industrial leadership" (the monopo
lists) to "see the wisdom of supplying their services to the public on a long-

run cost basisr" and tJre "adoption of low-price policy in corporate businest''
that is, that they should cease to be monopolists. Whatever one may say about
the utopian ideas of the "reformist" coopdrators of the last century,'their belief
that capitalists were a cut-throat lot had much to recommend it, in terms of
reality as contrasted with the foregoing type of analysis.
One of the principles of the Rochdale and other rank-and-file cooperators
has been that the organization should be controlled by its members" There is,
however, considerable evidence that this is frequently nor the case and,
worse, that the tendency is away from membership democracy.
The situation is that "too often complete control becomls vested in the
management and small groups of advisors," that "very little control is actually
exercised by the members of very large cooperatives"; that "democratic contlol as a principle frequendy receives more lip service than practical application in some huge centralized and federated associations." The "smallir
operators who constitute the great majority of the membership . . . find it most
difficult to spare the time either for membership, committee or directors'
meetings" and, in consequence, these activities ire usurpcd by the large
operators.

Furthermore, "too often, the attitude of the managers and directors is that
the membcrs exist for the benefit of the cooperative, as if the cooperative were
the end sought." The fault is not in the managers or directorq but in the
economic environment, that the cooperative is often zubverted from its allegcd
purpose.

It has been said that "cooperatives can k a firmly founded bulwark to
help protect our family-sizod farms against their danger of being overwhelmed
by economic problems too big for them to handle." An even-more extreme
statement holds that "cooperation protects the small farmer as well as the big

farmcr." Both asertions arc at variance with the faas. While the coopcrativ-e
movemcnt has grown, thc numbcr of farmers has declincd rapidly. Hundreds
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of thousands-of.family farmers have been eliminated frorn agriculture despite the
expansion

of the

cooperative movement.

in respect to rhe
- The main problems confronting the cooperatives,
-

interesrs

of the small and middle-size farmers, are:
r. The developing economic crisis will create grave perils for the existence
of- many cooperatives, which have expanded in a-boorrr period.
. z. The tendency is for the.associarions, especially thelarger ones, to adopt
the.goals and methods of capitalist enterpris;: profit (even-ii it is disguised

as "patrons' savings"), aggrandizement, expansion.
_3. The tendency is for control to be lodged in the officers and directors,
and for the bulk of the membership to be deprived of any real determination
of the associations' course.
To meet these threats to an institution which is of great import to millions
of..iarmers, participation of the bulk of the membership in detirmining policy

rvill be essential.

The three problems mentioned above are not cut of the same cloth. The

in

Lensequencesthe first case-the impact of the wide,i.ng crisis-are immediate. The deores_sion may undermine the solvency
cooperatives. The

of

ni

investments which small and middle farmers have in such coops would be
threatened; under such circumstances, federal assistance to foresiall coop insolvencies should be invoked.
. The only cure..for .the sscond problem-the weakening of rnembership participation_ in the direction of the ccops-requires a protracied struggle to arouse
the members to an understanding of the serious conrequen.e of ihi;r passivity.
If they do not participate ir direction of policy, there is no reason to b.li.u.

that the cooperative will servc their interesis.
The third problem, I believe, will continue with us. The orientation of the
co_operative movement along bigger-business channels will continue under capitalism. Under socialism, the coops could become a part of a socially-oriented

system

of product distribution.
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